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Teacher development is a much discussed topic in the 
current English language teaching professional literature. It 
is a concept that describes career long professional 
development which can be achieved in various ways.
This study aimed to identify the attitudes of secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana towards the existing 
options for teacher development and to investigate the 
feasibility of a school/university collaboration as a source 
for a new teacher development possibility.
This study considered the following research questions:
1. What are the attitudes of secondary school teachers of 
English (SeSTE) in Adana towards teacher development?
2. In what ways do secondary school teachers of English in 
Adana develop themselves?
3. What kinds of professional development sources do 
secondary school teachers of English in Adana prefer?
4. Do secondary school teachers of English in Adana support a 
school/university collaboration as a possibility for teacher 
development?
5. What characteristics of a school/university collaboration 
are the most appropriate for teacher development of secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana?
The sample of this study consisted of 106 secondary 
school teachers of English and 12 administrators in Adana. 
Forty Private school teachers, 30 Anatolian school teachers, 
and 36 State school teachers were administered 
questionnaires. Twelve administrators (4 for each school 
type) were asked interview questions parallel to the 
questionnaire.
Data gathered through questionnaires were analyzed 
quantitatively using descriptive statistics such as means, 
standard deviations, frequencies and percentages. Interview 
data were analyzed qualitatively through recurring themes.
Results indicated that secondary school teachers of 
English in Adana have positive attitude towards teacher 
development but the existing options as sources for teacher 
development are inadequate. General findings pointed to a 
school/university collaboration as one preferred option for 
teacher development of secondary school teachers of English 
in Adana and according to the results, guidelines for teacher 
development built on school/university collaboration were 
proposed and presented in the study.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
"Teacher Development is a term in the literature to 
describe a process of continual, intellectual, experiential and 
attitudinal growth of teachers" (Lange, 1990, cited in Richards 
Sc Nunan, 1990, p. 250). It has been a popular concept especially 
in language teaching which is a field open to rapid changes. 
Language teachers usually see themselves as directly responsible 
for the learning of their students and in order to improve the 
quality of that learning teachers take on new ideas and develop 
new skills (Hickman & Kimberley, 1988). Development requires 
changes; thus, in order to develop themselves, teachers need to 
follow innovations. This means that teachers have to change 
their daily routines and practices in their teaching according 
to their personal needs for improvement and the needs of their 
schools (Oldroyd Sc Hall, 1991, p. 25). So, being aware of one's 
abilities and needs and being able to make decisions are 
important skills in teacher development.
Short inservice teacher education and training (INSET) 
courses-"summer schools", "refresher courses" and "professional 
upgrading programs" are very common in many countries as sources 
for teacher development because these INSET courses usually 
expose teachers to a great amount of new information and ideas 
(Lamb, 1995). Since knowledge is in a continuous state of flux 
and development, there is always a need for periodic inservice 
updating for professional development (Bowen Sc Marks, 1991, 
p. 2) to be chosen according to the teachers' interest.
Background of the Study
Teacher development in English language teaching (ELT) in 
Turkey is associated with a few sources of inservice training. 
These teacher development activities are either offered by the 
Ministry of National Education or are run by foreign agencies 
like the British Council, the United States Information Service 
(USIS) and the association the English Language Education 
Association (ELEAMNGED) which will be discussed later in this 
chapter. In these courses as Matthews (cited in Jordan, 1933) 
states: "the starting point for any teacher training work must
be an awareness and' understanding of the prevailing local 
conditions which shape and constrain the type of support 
possible" (p. 221).
In Turkey, there are three types of secondary schools 
which teach English as a foreign language:
1. State schools (general, vocational, technical)
2. Anatolian schools
3. Private schools
The Ministry of National Education (ΜΟΝΕ) is responsible 
for planning, carrying out, following up and supervising all 
educational services on behalf of the state. The curriculum for 
these schools is set by the Ministry of National Education and 
it is used across the country. Textbooks that are used at all 
levels in these schools are either prepared or approved by the 
Ministry of National Education. Schools are required to choose 
books from the list of books approved by the Ministry of 
National Education. At State schools the classes are very
crowded with 60-70 students in each. Teachers have to follow the 
textbooks set by a committee approved by the Ministry of 
National Education. Resources and supplementary materials are 
very limited. Teaching hours for EFL classes are 3-5 hours per 
week. Teachers at these schools usually experience a work 
overload of up to 30 hours a week due to the insufficient number 
of teachers. In this respect, it can be argued that teachers at 
State schools find little time or opportunity to follow teacher 
development activities offered via the few options available 
which will be discussed later in this chapter (Tutunis, 1993).
Compared to the State schools, the class size at Anatolian 
schools is smaller (35-40). The number of teachers working in 
these schools is sufficient and students have regular English 
instruction. Native speakers of English are employed in 
Anatolian schools. The teachers' work load and the syllabus to 
be followed are the same as in the State schools; however, 
teachers at Anatolian schools have more flexibility and autonomy 
in their teaching because the textbooks are chosen by the 
teachers themselves and approved by the Ministry of National 
Education afterwards (Tutunis, 1993).
The main distinction between private schools and other 
secondary school types is in the school fee. In Private schools, 
better facilities such as teaching aids and resources are 
offered to the teachers and students. Teachers are paid better 
than their colleagues at State schools but they are expected to 
spend more time in their working contexts. Moreover, there is a 
kind of competition among the teachers because they do not feel
secure since they work on yearly contracts (Tutunis,1993).
Compared to State schools, both Private schools and 
Anatolian schools place higher emphasis on foreign language 
learning/teaching and have a one-year preparatory class; in 
other words, both Anatolian and Private schools follow an 
intensive English program and claim to be more successful than 
the State schools in the field of teaching a foreign language.
Despite the fact that secondary schools vary in some 
aspects such as the provided equipment, amount of contact hours, 
and student motivation, they share a common aim which is 
teaching a foreign language. Language teaching is an on-going 
process that involves innovation and requires professional 
development for teachers' confidence and competence. Teacher 
development activities such as the occasional inservice training 
offered by the Ministry of National Education and the workshops 
and seminars offered by private institutions are available for 
secondary school teachers of English (Tutunis, 1993).
The present situation in Turkey suggests that sources for 
teacher development of secondary school teachers of English 
(SeSTE) are inadequate. According to the information the 
researcher gained from interviews with administrators at the 
Ministry of National Education, there are 12,636 English 
language teachers in Turkey. Every year the department 
responsible for INSET (Hizmet-ici Daire Baskanligi) at the 
Ministry of National Education organizes courses of an average 
of 2-3 weeks especially during summer months when teachers are 
free of their teaching load. The inservice training (INSET)
courses offered by the Ministry of National Education for the 
last four years in English language teaching (ELT) have been as 
follows: (see Table 1)
Table 1
Overview of INSET Courses Offered by the Ministry of National 
£dug.ation ¿or. the Last Four Years in ELT
YEAR NUMBER OF 
COURSES
TOTAL
DURATION
NO. OF
PARTICIPANTS
NO. OF COURSES* 
PARTICIPANTS 
TO BE LATER 
ANNOUTs'CED
1993 15 149 days 491 9
1994 11 109 ” 420 4
1995 15 87 " 968 1
1996 24 253 ” 1175 5
Note. *Number of participants who could participate in these courses were not announced at the time of 
the publication of the booklets.
(Booklet of INSET, Ministry of National Education 1993, 1994,
1995, 1996; 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 yili Hizmet ici eğitim plani)
Table 1 displays the INSET courses for English teachers 
for the last four years. Booklets published in the above 
mentioned years did not explicitly state the total number of the 
participants. There were still some courses whose participant 
number were not announced at the time of the publication of the 
booklets.
INSET courses in ELT were held in various cities 
throughout the country and their location were determined by the 
Ministry of National Education. As no document about the 
evaluation of the INSET courses of the ΜΟΝΕ exists, the 
researcher, for the purpose of the study, converted percentages 
gathered out of the booklets of the Ministry of National 
Education in which information about INSET for English language 
teaching were assembled. The first striking point is that the 
number of these courses show that only a limited number of the 
total population of English teachers were able to participate in 
teacher development activities in those years; in 1993 6%, in 
1994 4.2^, in 1995 7 . and in 1996 only 10.4^ of the total 
population of English teachers were able to attend such courses. 
When the large number of English teachers working in secondary 
schools is considered, teachers have a chance of attending these 
courses once every 12 to 15 years during their professional 
career (Кос, 1990) because of the limited number for 
participation and the frequency of opening such courses. So, new 
options for teacher development of secondary school teachers of 
English (SeSTE) are necessary.
Another striking point which was obtained by informal 
interviews with teachers is that INSET courses for ELT are not 
designed according to the needs and preferences of the teachers. 
The identification of the needs for an inservice training is 
usually based on the perception of a few key personnel in the 
administration of the Ministry of National Education. However, 
teachers' needs and interests in inservice training should be
taken into consideration (Ibrahim, cited in Lewin 1991). Besides 
this need which should form the basis of an INSET, there is an 
urgent need for better options for teacher development in Turkey 
while increasing the frequency of INSET courses according to the 
needs and demands of English teachers together with the 
practicality in terms of the implementation of these courses.
In the absence of central support from the Ministry of 
National Education, teachers must be supported to rely on 
themselves for professional development. So, new sources for 
professional development must be found through encouragement of 
teachers to take on the responsibility for their own 
professional development and provide them with further teacher 
development options of various sources for their preferences.
Besides INSET, offered by the Ministry of National 
Education, there is a new association ELEA (INGED) which was 
established in 1995 to meet the demands for development in the 
profession of language teaching. Turkish teachers of English now 
have a national professional association which tries to set 
standards, goals and development agendas for the profession. 
Despite the fact that ELEA is a new association, it will be one 
of the major support options for teacher development of 
secondary school teachers of English in Turkey in the future. 
Hickman and Kimberly (1988) state that networks of these kinds 
have a progressive effect on the confidence of teachers. In 
these activities, teachers come together and have contact with 
other teachers which provide teachers with new ideas and thus 
teachers recognise the value of what they already know.
Referring to the situation in Adana, a total number of 499 
English teachers have not had any kind of inservice training in 
Adana offered by the Ministry of National Education for the last 
four years (Booklet of INSET, Ministry of National Education, 
1993, 1994, 1995, 1996). Thus, the English teachers in Adana
have not had any chance to participate in teacher development 
activities which shows that "the organisational structure of the 
present Department of Inservice Training in Turkey is not 
appropriate for offering and maintaining a large variety of 
courses" (Кос, 1990).
Çukurova University in Adana could serve as a center for 
teacher development of secondary school teachers of English 
which teachers and schools can refer to. Çukurova University 
already provides its own teachers training courses such as COTE 
(Certificate for Overseas Teachers of English) offered by the 
Royal Society of Arts, and CEELT (Certificate of English 
Language Teachers) offered by the University of Cambridge Local 
Examinations Syndicate. It also provides teacher development 
activities throughout the academic year for its teachers. These 
activities which are held once a week are as follows:
a) research and development sessions
b) workshops for practical teaching or program 
orientation
c) seminars or workshop sessions by invited guests on 
various topics.
(YADIM Consultation File,Çukurova University, unpublished 
Manuscript, 1993)
since Çukurova University already has a concern 
for professional development of ELT teachers, it could serve as 
a new source for teacher development of secondary school 
teachers of English (SeSTE). Thus, SeSTE would have a new source 
to improve themselves.
Statement of the Problem
According to the findings of some preliminary interviews 
with secondary school teachers of English in Adana, there 
appears to be a need for increased teacher development 
opportunities for English teachers in Adana. The researcher 
observed that the existing teacher development possibilities for 
seconfary school teachers of English in Adana are very limited 
and that the attitudes and preferences for sources of teacher 
development change according to the school types (Private 
school, Anatolian school and State school) of the teachers; 
however, all of the SeSTE share the common attitude that teacher 
development of SeSTE is essential in Adana and new options 
should be provided.
Purpose of the Study
This study aims to identify the attitudes of SeSTE in 
Adana towards the existing teacher development options and to 
investigate the feasibility of a school/university collaboration 
as a source for a new teacher development possibility.
The study aims (a) to raise the awareness of secondary 
school teachers of English for teacher development in Adana;
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(b) to investigate the existing teacher development options in 
Adana, (c) to see in what ways school\university collaboration 
can meet teachers' needs; (d) to demonstrate that Çukurova 
University can serve for an extensive, on-going involvement of 
secondary school teachers of English in teacher development and 
to make the local university a more active participant in 
educational renewal change in its regional environment.
Research Questions
This study will consider the following research questions:
1. What are the attitudes of secondary school teachers of 
English (SeSTE) in Adana towards teacher development?
2. In what ways do secondary school teachers of English in 
Adana develop themselves?
3. What kinds of teacher development sources do secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana prefer?
4. Do secondary school teachers of English in Adana support a 
school/university collaboration as a possibility for teacher 
development ?
5. What characteristics of a school/university collaboration are 
the most appropriate for teacher development of secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana?
Significance of the Study
This study will be a step towards collaboration between 
Çukurova University and the secondary schools in Adana for the 
professional development of English teachers. Teacher
11
development activities will be identified according to the 
secondary school teachers of English' perceived needs, interests 
and preference of source, at the same time involving them in 
decisions concerning teacher development program design, time 
and place. Thus, the present lack of teacher development sources 
will be documented and teacher development guidelines built on 
school/university collaboration will be proposed.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This study examines teacher development of secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana. In particular, it aims 
to define the attitudes of secondary school teachers of 
English towards the existing teacher development options in 
Adana and to investigate the feasibility and desirability of 
school/university collaboration as a new teacher development 
possibility. As framework for this study, research in the 
areas of teacher training, which includes teacher 
development, professional development, and models of 
professional development will be reviewed followed by 
research in the area of school-university collaboration, 
which includes characteristics of successful collaboration 
and examples from the literature.
Teacher training, teacher development and professional 
development are three different approaches to teacher 
education. Since these terms have been used in the literature 
interchangeably, the researcher will differentiate between 
teacher training and teacher development but will use the 
terms teacher development (TD) and professional development 
(PD) interchangeably.
Training or Development 
In recent years, there has been the need to 
differentiate the terms teacher training (TT) and teacher 
development (TD) since these terms are used to describe two 
distinct approaches in teacher education. In fact, training
13
and development share the same purpose: achieving changes in
what teachers do and why. However, these two concepts differ 
in the means they adopt to achieve that purpose (Freeman,
1989) .
According to Freeman, training is a strategy for direct 
intervention by the collaborator whose aim is to generate 
some form of change in the teacher while focusing on specific 
aspects of the teachers' teaching. The collaborator provides 
it, the teacher implements it and the evaluation is done by 
either the collaborator or together with the teacher.
Training is usually based on the mastery of discrete aspects 
of skills and knowledge, which should later lead to a whole 
new form of teaching com.petence (Freeman, 1989). However, 
since teaching is more than just the presentation of skills 
and knowledge another strategy that adopts a holistic and 
integrated approach is needed; a strategy which will not deal 
with teaching in a fragmented way. This strategy is known as 
development.
Development is a strategy for indirect intervention that 
deals with the complex, integrated aspects of teaching which 
are idiosyncratic and individual. The purpose of teacher 
development is to achieve change, change which might start 
with awareness raising (Freeman, 1989).
In teacher training it is the collaborator who is 
responsible for a certain aspect of skill and knowledge and 
the solution for problems. Development, on the other hand.
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depends on the teachers themselves. It works more with the 
indivisible, idiosyncratic aspects of teacher training. 
"Teacher development is the professional growth a teacher 
achieves as a result of gaining increased experience and 
examining his or her teaching systematically". (International 
Encyclopedia of Education, p. 5930)
Every member of a profession possesses a kind of 
knowledge which Schon (1990) refers to as 'professional 
knowledge'. It is the knowledge of facts, data and theories 
and the knowledge applied in action. Schon (1990) also 
mentions the fact that knowing-in-action is dynamic which is 
the way we make use of procedure, rules and theories which 
are static.
Based on Schon's definition, Wallace (1991) 
differentiates the knowledge of language teachers between 
'received knowledge' and 'experiential knowledge'. Received 
knowledge is knowledge of "acts, data, theories which are 
either by necessity or by convention associated with the 
study of a particular profession and experiential knowledge 
which is the knowledge achieved in professional action"
(p. 12). The major focus of teacher development should be on
the combination of both of these types of knowledge. We can 
conclude that teacher development is the acquisition of 
received and experiential knowledge that is cherished by 
awareness raising.
With regard to teachers' professional development, 
Pennington (1990) points out that "a distinguishing
15
characteristic of the notion of teaching as a profession is 
the centrality of career growth as an on-going goal"
(p. 132). Professional development does not result merely
from years of teaching. The teacher must actually work to 
develop because professional development is an active process 
which is career long, starting with initial training until 
retirement (Dean, 1991).
Richards (1987) differentiates teacher training and 
teacher development from another point of view. He states 
that TT emphasizes more in the preparation of teachers 
whereas TD goes beyond training and triggers teachers' 
awareness to the underlying principles of teaching. To make 
the distinction clear. Woodward (1991) separates the aspects 
of TT from TD as in Table 2.
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Table 2
Difference between TT and TD
Teacher Training Teacher Development
compulsory voluntary
competency based holistic
short term long term
on-off on-going
temporary continual
external agenda internal agenda
skill/technique and 
knowledge based
awareness based, angled towards personal 
growth and the development of 
attitudes/insights
compulsory for entiy to 
the profession
non-compulsory
top-down bottom-up
producL'certificate weighted process weighted
means you can get a job means you can stay interested in your job
done with experts done with peers
(Woodward, 1991, p. 147)
Approaches to Professional Development 
Teachers can make choices about their own professional 
development among three different types of approaches namely 
the individualistic approach, the group approach and the 
policy-based approach (Bell, 1991).
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In the first approach which includes the apprenticeship 
model and the course-based model, the teacher acts as a more 
or less isolated individual in identifying and finding ways 
of meeting his or her development needs. Therefore, this 
model is called the individualistic approach.
The second approach, is the group approach of 
professional development which includes the school-based and 
school-focused models. In these models, the needs of the 
school are taken into consideration and the school provides 
its own program; however, it can ignore individual needs 
while overemphasizing school needs and some schools may not 
have sufficient expertise or resources.
In the third approach, the policy-based approach, 
teachers have control over their own development which may be 
closely related to the needs of the school and to the 
development plan that formulates those needs. This plan can 
ensure that linking the needs of professional development of 
individual teachers and the needs of the whole school is an 
effective way of development.
All these models offer different opportunities for 
teacher choice and control over professional development in 
the schools that teachers teach in. According to Clark 
(1992), traditional professional development of teachers 
carries negative overtones because it implies a process in 
which teachers are usually forced into developing and it is 
usually based on a disease model which focuses only on the 
weaknesses of teachers. However, recent approaches to teacher
18
development have been centered more in schools and involve 
teachers directly in decisions of the shape of these 
approaches (Thiessen, 1992).
Teachers are more likely to feel in control of the 
process if they see their own development as part of the 
development of their school; thus, school development is 
closely related to the professional development of teachers 
(Dean, 1991). Schools should support teachers because 
teachers cannot improve themselves consistently if the 
development of schools only rests on the sum of the 
individual teacher's contributions (Bell, 1991).
Professional development is for both the need of 
individual teachers and the aim of the school. Therefore, 
teachers are a vital part at every stage; they need to be 
involved in the planning as well as the implementation of 
programs of professional development (Dean, 1991).
Most of the changes coming to schools from the outside 
are requiring a change in teaching style, particularly where 
the secondary school is concerned. In many respect teachers 
have moved a long way in a short time in accommodating 
themselves to the changes but there are nevertheless many 
constraints which affect their readiness and ability to 
change which must be taken into account in planning 
professional development within the school(Dean, 1991).
Day, Whitaker and Wren (1987) point out that any plan 
for professional development needs to take the following 
aspects of teachers into account:
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values - specified and prized opinion 
attitudes - more or less settled modes of thinking 
assumptions - take-for-granted ideas and opinions 
They also suggest that teachers share needs of: 
affiliation - the sense of belonging (to a team) 
achievement - the need for a sense of ''getting 
somewhere" in what is done 
influence - the need for a sense of having some
influence over what happens in the work 
setting
ownership - the need for a sense of personal investment 
in the process of appraisal and its outcomes.
(p. 37)
Towards Collaboration
Contexts which enable teachers to collaborate in solving 
common problems in a focused way appear to enhance teacher's 
own individual efforts at development. Thus, school-initiated 
and school-based projects, as well as cross-school groups of 
teachers with similar interests might provide helpful 
contexts for collaboration where there are common interests 
to be shared. The mutual interest, trust and support that 
develop within groups appear to provide a encouraging 
environment for taking individual and collective risks 
(Raymond, Butt, & Townsend, 1992).
Lieberman (1986) in relation to collaborative research 
claims that, "regardless of the context, team deliberation
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has been shown to produce knowledge and self-learning for 
teachers, provide powerful professional development and 
encourage greater collegial interaction" (p. 29).
The school inservice program should not only make use of 
opportunities for teachers to attend outside courses, but 
should also consider whether the various inservice providers 
in the neighborhood can offer what the school requires. Most 
of the local providers are likely to be offering courses of 
their own designing, perhaps at the instigation of the local 
authority, but most of them will also be prepared to provide 
courses or other inservice activities to meet the needs of 
individual schools or groups of schools (Dean, 1991).
Staff from a university and college of education might 
contribute with various development activities (Dean, 1991)
a. Lectures
b. Courses leading to certificate, diploma or degree
c. Consultancy over particular aspects of the school's work
d. Evaluation
e. Action Research
f. Classroom observation
g. Exchange arrangements and involvement of students
(p. 175)
School/University Collaboration 
The future of education must engage all professionals in 
the process of managing collaborative change (Fullan & 
Steigelbauer, 1991). Organizations that have interest in and
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responsibility for teacher development have to reconsider 
their fundamental role and function in this field. Many 
people agree that schools and universities should begin a 
collaboration to improve teacher education by redistributing 
responsibility for teacher development based on asking: "Who
should contribute what to teacher learning, and at what stage 
of teachers' cognitive and professional development can these 
contributions be made most efficiently and effectively?"
(Hawley, 1990, p. 9).
Collaborative school/university partnerships are 
becoming more and more common in educational practice 
(Lasley, Matczynski, & Wiliams, 1992) because such 
partnerships provide opportunities for institutional growth 
where options for teacher development are restricted. Despite 
the fact that school improvement and teacher development are 
often dealt with separately, Watson and Fullan (1992) argue 
that they are very much related because teacher development 
is a career long event and cannot be achieved without school 
development.
Collaborative partnerships are likely to become popular in 
future educational practice since collaborative efforts are 
necessary for institutional growth (Lasley, Matczynski, 
Williams, 1992). Goodlad (1990) noted that in collaborative 
relationships schools and universities can work together to 
assure "exemplary performance of overlapping mutual self- 
interest" (p. 324); since Universities have the major goal and 
subject area of professionals and physical reasons for
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supporting ELT INSET. Universities can serve as a center for 
professional development where teacher could consult whenever 
needed and not just depending on the time scheduled for the 
INSET courses. As Palaich (1985), states '"teachers cannot 
improve their performance left on their own if they either lack 
the necessary knowledge or find themselves in conditions that 
discourage effective teaching." (p.50)
In traditional school/university partnerships, the 
university was the knowledge producer and the schools were 
simply the receivers. New partnerships focus on mutual concerns 
of school and university, inservice teacher development and 
school improvement (Sirotnik & Goodlad, 1988). This brings us to 
the new model of Collaborative Partnership which involves 
teachers, school administrators and universities to re-examine 
project goals, content and structure to serve the needs of all 
partners better (Noto, 1992). Universities must link themselves 
to schools' in order to provide support and resources for 
development of teachers. As Boyd (1991) states, 
"School/University partnership provides the field setting to 
observe, explore and demonstrate new teaching strategies 
accompany reform" (p. 136). Thus, the collaboration of secondary
schools and universities provides an important opportunity for 
mutual professional development.
Yet collaboration may be difficult to achieve as school 
and universities are two distinct institutions. In order to 
establish a collaboration between schools and universities 
efforts must be spent to identify the factors which might
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distinguish these institutions. According to Robinson and 
Darling-Hammond (1994) three factors may distinguish these two 
institutions: usage of time, differences in norms and work 
styles and traditions regarding status.
Both institutions have different work schedules. It can 
be difficult to arrange meetings; that is why arrangements 
for collaboration require a significant support and sacrifice 
on one part.
Teachers at public schools and universities have 
different norms and work styles. Especially in problem­
solving, school-based teachers use a pragmatic approach. They 
implement changes as quickly as possible with little 
variation. University-based teachers, on the other hand, use 
a more theoretical approach to new situations and problems 
focusing more on theory than practice. School teachers need 
immediate solutions in individual classrooms; collective 
sharing and discussing theoretical issues may seem to be a 
luxury.
Lack of parity in school and university relationships is 
another factor which might be difficult for collaboration. 
Traditionally, career advancement is achieved through 
graduate study at universities. Thus, it is difficult to 
establish collegial relationships which are essential for 
school/university collaboration (Robinson Sc Darling-Hammond, 
1994).
Many writers agree on the fact that schools and 
universities may indeed have different types of cultures.
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Hargreaves (1989, cited in Watson & Fullan, 1992) describes 
this difference referring to schools as the ''world of 
commitment" and universities as the "world of questioning".
The factors stated above make school/university 
collaboration a source of risk, worry and failure; however, 
with effort which is always required for change it is 
possible to overcome these cultural barriers and establish a 
positive process of change, collaboration and content for 
enterprise (Robinson & Darling-Hammond, 1994).
Characteristics of Successful Collaboration 
Gordon Van de Waters (1989, cited in Robinson & Darling- 
Hammond, 1994) in his research on the Educational Equality 
Project identifies ten characteristics of school/university 
collaboration which Robinson and Darling-Hammond (1994, p. 
209) explore as follows: (only headings are quoted directly)
1. MutuaJL_self-interest and common goals
For successful collaborations participants must have a 
clear idea of self and mutual interest. Both school and 
university teachers must accept that perceptions and 
realities of teacher quality depend on both institutions; in 
this way, not only teachers but also students will benefit 
from this situation.
2. Mutual trust and respect
Both sides in a collaboration must recognize and trust 
the talents and perceptions of each participant. This can 
start with open dialogues and sharing. Senge (1990, cited in
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Robinson Sc Darling-Hammond) describes team learning as an 
important means for creating the common language and respect 
needed for collaboration. In order to prevent a negative 
start the basis for trust and respect must be created which 
starts with getting to know the other participant.
3 . decision making
All decisions, starting from goal-setting to operations, 
must be shared in order to identify consider needs and 
perspectives of all participants. Trying to understand each 
other, to communicate and to set directions together 
solidifies mutual trust and respect which are key aspects for 
team learning and working together.
School/university collaboration must have a clear focus 
regarding the outcome, the creation of a new vision of the 
new organization and the mission it will undertake. Setting a 
clear focus is time consuming; once it is set those involved 
in the collaboration have to revisit and refine it over time. 
5. Manageable agenda
In school/university collaboration activities have to be 
mapped so that each participant is aware of the efforts spent 
to achieve the outcome. No one side should take the whole 
responsibility; everyone should know what the entire agenda
xs .
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For successful collaboration institutional leaders 
should support the work by giving legitimacy and providing 
necessary resources. They should especially reduce the time 
for traditional work while the future work is worked on. 
Institutional leaders have to be involved in the process of 
collaboration because they will facilitate the process of 
collaboration. In contrast, the lack of involvement of key 
university and school leaders will slow down the progress of 
collaboration.
7. FjLscal support
Like all collaborations, school/university collaboration 
has operational expenses. Before starting the task any kind 
of operational support must be organized since participants 
have to give their full energy in the work and not measure 
their energy accordingly. In future, core funding by local 
school districts and universities could be established.
8. Long-term commitment
Collaboration will result in changes both on behalf of 
schools and universities. Both institutions have their own 
world with biases regarding the other and change may be 
achieved very slowly. This fact needs to be kept in mind and 
thought of in the long term.
Participants of the collaboration must have the entire 
control over the activities. They can revisit plans, 
incorporate new ideas and change priorities. In other words.
6 .
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the effort to transform their home institutions demands 
continual dynamic planning and action.
10. Information sharing and communication
Participants must develop habits of sharing information 
which is of interest to colleagues in the other institution. 
They need to communicate within and across institutions and 
share information with each other. Many teachers agreed that 
the effort of initial planning and decision making groups to 
share information and to insure that all means for 
communication were open, were the key factors in establishing 
trust and willingness to participate. Thus, barriers can be 
overcome and beneficial collaboration can be achieved.
These ten characteristics of successful collaboration 
are important guidelines for current and future 
school/university collaborations.
Examples of Successful Collaboration 
In recent years both experience and research regarding 
collaboration between public schools and universities have 
grown. Professional Development Schools (PDS) which are also 
called partner schools, clinical schools or professional 
development sites or centers have existed since the late 19th 
century focusing on professional development (Ishler & Eden, 
1995). PDSs are organizations in the U.S. which depend upon 
collaboration between public schools and universities. 
Robinson Sc Darling-Hammond (19 94) state that each partner 
brings a critical element to the relationship. Public schools
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provide authentic venues which are essential for new teacher 
development and for professional development of experienced 
teachers. Universities, on the other hand, provide 
theoretical knowledge and the latest developments in the 
field.
The goal of the collaboration in PDSs is ^^ to provide new 
models of teacher education, builders of knowledge, and 
vehicles for communicating professional understanding among 
teacher educators, novices and veteran teachers". (Darling- 
Hammond, 1994, p. 1). In other words, public schools and 
universities interact in a conscious way to combine theory 
and practice, and continual development. Ishler and Eden 
(1995) also emphasize the collaboration between school and 
university faculties to provide opportunities to connect 
research and practice.
Concerning general goals, PDSs may focus on different 
goals such as preservice education, inservice development 
through research and collaboration, or on professional growth 
(Ishler & Eden, 1995). However, as Clark (1992) indicates, 
this type of partner schools "are not an end but a means by 
which schools and universities seek to accomplished four 
purposes" (p. 80):
1. Educate children and youth
2. Prepare educators
3. Provide professional development
4. Conduct inquiry
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Another example for school/university collaboration is 
the Academic Alliance in the U.S.; Gaudiani and Burnett 
(1986, cited in Robinson & Darling-Hammond, 1994) have 
documented the experience of the Academic Alliance, a 
movement to create local communities of academic scholars and 
public school teachers that meet monthly to share knowledge 
and take responsibility for their own professional growth. 
This collaboration has resulted in improved practice in both 
university and public schools.
A further example for school/university collaboration is 
the partnership between Sheffield Local Educational 
Authority, Sheffield Schools and Sheffield University 
(Rudduck, 1992). The common aim of the schools were "equality 
of opportunity, the integration of subject experience, active 
learning, and greater student control over and understanding 
of their learning program, progress and achievement."
(Rudduck, 1992, p. 202) So, changing the whole curriculum 
according to the students' needs were initiated. University 
staff and teachers from schools worked together for awareness 
raising of cross-curricular issues and helped teachers 
understand the change within their own institutions 
(Rudduck, 1992), Conclusions of the study suggest the 
following advantages of such partnerships:
1. Universities can offer help with specialist content in 
curriculum areas.
2. Partners can use the combined skills available to them to 
offer schools, or groups of schools, support with the
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crucial tasks of understanding their own progress and 
achievement.
3. Universities and school boards together can provide a
secure environment for justifiable educational experiment 
in which teachers feel supported in trying out new ideas. 
Another supporter of school/university partnerships is 
the Nation^al Center for Innovation (NEA) in the U.S., which 
is a center that aims to improve strategies for professional 
development. (Robinson & Darling-Hammond, 1994). The center 
conducted a survey of projects in 1992, to determine the 
nature of school/university collaboration. The results 
suggest that "the activities such as action research, the 
design of teaching materials, and support for professional 
development are mutually beneficial, contributing to improved 
teaching, learning, and curriculum, and more collegial 
cultures of the schools and higher education institutions 
involved." (Robinson & Darling-Hammond, 1994, p. 209)
Another study on district-university partnership is 
called the Learning Consortium which is a teacher development 
partnership formed by four school boards and two higher 
education institutions in 1988 in Toronto, Canada (Watson & 
Fullan, 1992). The aim of the Consortium was to improve the 
quality of school and university education based on teacher 
development. It was formed as a partnership for three years, 
during which both partners agreed in a equal contribution of 
money, time and support. The Learning Consortium was also 
based on shared decision-making among the members. During the
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first year a framework for collaboration was established and 
the first decision was to form a Planning Group composed of 
representatives from each institutions. A full-time employee 
was hired and a Steering Group composed of directors met once 
a year to evaluate the collaboration and suggest priorities 
for the future (Watson & Fullan, 1992). Results showed that 
the different priorities, structures and ongoing work 
processes in schools and universities continue to hinder 
collaboration. However, it is still believed that despite the 
fact that successful school/university partnerships develop 
slowly, they will contribute to teacher development 
positively.
These studies show that successful partnerships are 
mainly located in the U.S. and U.K. Since there are only a 
few examples of a formal school/university collaboration in 
Turkey, cultural factors, regional and institutional 
constraints, and variety in teacher attitudes should be taken 
into consideration. Studies show that school/university 
collaboration is an important possibility to fill the gap for 
teacher development.
Contexts which enable teachers to collaborate in 
solving problems appear to enhance teachers' own individual 
effort at development and provide an encouraging environment 
for taking individual and collective risks (Raymond, Butt, & 
Townsend, 1992). Therefore, school/university collaboration 
is more than a fashionable new idea. It is a professional 
responsibility in education.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
The concern of this study was to reveal attitudes of 
secondary school teachers of English in Adana towards the 
existing teacher development options and to investigate the 
feasibility of a school/university collaboration as a new 
source for teacher development possibility. The study also 
aimed at demonstrating that the local university (Çukurova 
University) can provide extensive involvement in teacher 
development through collaboration with secondary school 
teachers of English.
This study is a descriptive study and employed 
interviews and questionnaires as research instruments. Data 
were collected to find out the attitudes of secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana towards the existing options of 
teacher development and whether secondary school teachers of 
English in Adana would choose to participate in teacher 
development activities in collaboration with the University.
In this chapter, first, detailed information about the 
subjects is given. Second, the materials and instruments are 
explained, followed by procedure and analysis of the data.
Subjects
In Adana, there are 54 State schools, 16 Anatolian 
schools and 11 Private schools with a total of 499 teachers 
of English working in these schools. One hundred and six 
teachers from these three different types of secondary 
schools were included in this study (see Table 3).
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Table 3
Subjects in the Study
T y p e  o f  S c h o o l  S u b je c t s  teach  in N
P r iv a te  sc h o o ls 4 0
A n a to l ia n  sc h o o ls 30
S ta te  s c h o o ls 36
T o ta l 106
N o t e . N =  n u m b e r  o f  su b je cts .
Nearly 22.24^ of the total population of secondary 
school teachers of English from Private, Anatolian and State 
schools in Adana were randomly chosen and asked to 
participate in the study irrespective of their professional 
background, age or socio-economic status (see Appendix A for 
name of schools). After getting the consent from the Ministry 
of National Education (see Appendix B) the teachers were 
given the questionnaire between May 6-10, 1996.
Administrators responsible for the ELT unit of the three 
different secondary schools in Adana were interviewed in 
order to reveal their attitudes towards professional 
development in their schools.
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Instruments
Two types of data collection techniques were used: 
questionnaires and interviews. The qfuestionnaire included 
Yes/No questions, multiple choice questions, items to be 
ranked and rated in order of importance/preference and open- 
ended questions. The kinds of questions and number of 
questions on the questionnaire are shown in Table 4.
Table 4
The Number and Tvp.es of Questions in Questionnaire
T N Q .N ,
Y e s / N o 2 11, 15
R a n k in g 4 12, 13, 14, 16
O p e n - e n d e d 4 10, 20 , 21 ,  22
R a t in g 5 7, 8, 9, 17, 18
M u lt ip le  c h o ic e 7 1, 2, 3, 4 ,  5, 6, 19
T o t a l 22
N o t e . T =  ty p e  o f  qu es t io n s ,  N =  n u m b e r  o f  qu es t io n s ,  Q .N .=  q u e s t io n  n u m b e r  in q u es t io n n a ire .
The questionnaire consisted of two parts (I, II) and a 
total of 22 items which were organized under subtitles as 
follows:
- the background knowledge of teachers ( Part I)
- the current need for teacher development (Part II)
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- attitudes toward various teacher development options (Part 
II)
- attitudes towards school-university collaboration (Part II)
Most questions in the questionnaire had an "other" 
option part to enable the respondents to specify and add 
issues they would like to add.
In addition to the questionnaires given to the secondary 
school teachers of English, interviews with 12 administrators 
from the ELT units of the three school types were conducted.
The interviews consisted of 6 open-ended questions (see 
Appendix C) which investigated issues as in the 
questionnaire. The interviews were important because they 
were aimed at investigating administrators' opinions about 
current teacher development options for secondary school 
teachers of English, their expectations for the future and 
whether the school was interested in and would respond to 
collaboration with the university as recommended by this 
study. The subjects were invited to add anything that 
interview questions did not cover. Questions for both the 
questionnaire and interviews were based on the research 
questions of the study:
1. What are the attitudes of secondary school teachers of 
English in Adana towards teacher development?
2. In what ways do secondary school teachers of English in 
Adana develop themselves?
3. What kinds of teacher development sources do secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana prefer?
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4. Do secondary school teachers of English in Adana support a 
school/university collaboration as a possibility for teacher 
development?
5. What characteristics of a school/university collaboration are 
the most appropriate for teacher development of secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana?
Procedure
In order to ensure reliability and validity of the items 
and instructions in the questionnaire, the questionnaire was 
piloted on 10 randomly selected secondary school teachers of 
English to determine further changes and revisions towards 
the final version of the questionnaire. The piloting process 
helped to refine questions for the study and narrow their 
number. The piloted questionnaire was revised according to 
the feedback subjects gave, and administered between May 6- 
10, 1996 (see Appendix D for final version of questionnaire).
Before administering the questionnaire, the researcher 
had not only received permission from the Ministry of 
National Education but also from the administrators of the 
schools. Questionnaires were intended to be given to the 
subjects and completed in the teachers' room by the 
researcher, explaining the reason for the survey and 
assisting teachers with problems in interpreting the meaning 
of the questions or the answer form. However, due to time 
constraints of the teachers, they preferred to hand in the 
questionnaires 2-3 days later. The researcher only explained
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briefly the purpose of the study beforehand. Subjects were 
not required to indicate their names; however, they were 
allowed to do so if they wished.
All questionnaires were collected by May 9, 1996 (see
Table 5). The interviews with the administrators were done 
between May 8-10, 1996. Interviews were conducted in Turkish
and lasted for about 25 minutes. Interviews were not tape- 
recorded on request from the administrators but notes were 
taken during the interviews by the researcher.
Table 5
Nninbp.r and Percentages of Questionnaire Responses
S c h o o l N u m b e r  o f  R e tu rn s  
X
R e s p o n s e  R a te  
(% )
Private 4 0 1 0 0 %
A n a to l ia n 3 0 7 5 %
S ta te 36 9 0 %
T o t a l 106 8 8 .3 4 %
K o t e . R e s p o n s e  ra tes  for  q u e s t io n n a ire s  returned 2-3  d a y  later.
Data Analysis
Due to the fact that this study was a descriptive study, 
data were analyzed by employing descriptive statistics such 
as means, standard deviations, percentages and frequencies.
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Multiple choice, Yes/No, ranking and rating questions were 
analyzed quantitatively. Responses were entered into the 
computer, and their means, standard deviations, frequencies 
and percentages were calculated by using a statistical 
program named SPSS.
Multiple choice and Yes/No questions were analyzed by 
frequencies and percentages. Ranking and rating questions 
using the Likert-scale format were analyzed by calculating 
means and standard deviations. Results of these questions 
were then displayed in tables.
The "other" option parts in Part I and II, and open- 
ended questions in the questionnaire were analyzed 
qualitatively. The answers to the "other" options were 
analyzed for content and reported within the related items. 
Open-ended questions in the comment sections of the 
questionnaire were analyzed through summarized themes under 
pre-determined headings.
Interviews were analyzed by determining recurring 
themes under pre-determined headings based on the research 
questions. Data gathered from the questionnaires and 
interviews were compared for triangulation.(Cohen & Manion, 
1990)
In the following chapter, analysis of data is presented 
in detail.
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CHAPTER 4 DATA ANALYSIS
This study aimed to investigate the feasibility of 
school/university collaboration as a possibility for teacher 
development of secondary school teachers of English in Adana. 
To this end, it examined teacher attitudes concerning 
existing options for teacher development and investigated the 
preferred options of these teachers. Two different types of 
data collection instruments were used in this study: 
questionnaires and interviews.
A 22-item questionnaire was administered to 106 
secondary school teachers of English (SeSTE) in Adana. It 
consisted of two parts with five types of questions. The 
questions in the questionnaire fell into eight categories: 
background information, current situation, participation in 
teacher development (TD) activities, TD experiences and 
opinions, options for TD, preferred characteristics of TD 
programs, content and duration of TD programs, and further 
comments. Table 6 displays the different categories of the 
questions on the questionnaire.
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Table 6
Categorization of puestionnaire Items
C a t e g o r y Q u e st io n s
1. B a c k g r o u n d  in fo rm at io n 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6
2. C u rren t  s i tua t ion 7, 8
3. P a r t ic ip a t io n  in T D  a c t iv i t ie s 9, 13
4. T D  e x p e r ie n c e s  and o p in io n s 10, 11
5. O p t io n  fo r  T D 12, 15
6. P re fe r re d  c h arac te r i s t ic s  o f  T D  p r o g r a m s 14, 16
7. C o n te n t  and durat ion  o f  T D  p r o g r a m s 17, 18, 19
8. Furth er  c o m m e n t s 20 ,  21 , 22
N o t e . T D =  T e a c h e r  d e v e lo p m e n t .
Data collected from closed ended questions were 
analyzed quantitatively. Rating and ranking questions were 
analyzed by calculating means and standard deviations.' 
Multiple choice and Yes/No questions were analyzed by 
calculating frequencies and percentages of responses to each 
item. The results were then displayed in tables to enable the 
comparison of responses of the teachers from three different 
school types (Private, Anatolian and State). Responses to the 
"other" option at the end of the questions were analyzed for 
content and reported within the analysis of the related 
questions.
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The open-ended questions were analyzed qualitatively and 
recurring themes were reported under pre-determined 
categories based on the research questions.
Interviews conducted with the administrators were 
analyzed by determining recurring themes under pre-determined 
headings which were generated from the interview questions 
based on research questions. Responses were then reformulated 
into descriptions reflecting the intended meaning of the 
subjects. Data gathered through questionnaires and interviews 
were also used for triangulation.
Analysis of the Questionnaire 
The questionnaires were analyzed in the order of the 
categories mentioned in Table 6. These eight categories were 
based on the research questions and analyzed accordingly. 
C/^tf^gory It Background Information
This section first presents data concerning demographic 
information of teachers (Q.l, 2 and 3) displayed in Table 7, 
followed by discussion. Secondly, data concerning the current 
teaching situation (Q.4, 5 and 6) of the secondary school
teachers of English (SeSTE) of the three school types 
(Private, Anatolian, State) in Adana are presented in 
frequencies and percentages, followed by a discussion of 
results. Table 8 further indicates the decision makers 
regarding the curriculum and textbooks used at the schools. 
Then the views of the teachers of the three school types 
about the curriculum and textbooks are presented in Table 9.
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Finally, the results of the three groups' responses with 
respect to supplementary materials are presented in Table 10 
Question 2 investigated demographic information about 
the subjects from the three different school type. The 
results are displayed in Table 7.
Table 7
-(Q.2)
G r o u p s
T e a c h i n g  E x p e r ie n c e
P S T
f
( N = 4 0 )
%
A S T
f
( N = 3 0 )
%
S S T ( N = 3 6 )  
f  %
L e s s  than o n e  y ear 2 5 .0 - - - -
1-5 y e a r s 17 4 2 .5 6 2 0 10 2 7 .8
6 - 1 0  y e a r s 6 15 .0 12 4 0 15 4 1 .7
I 1 -2 0  y e a r s 9 2 2 .5 12 4 0 1 1 3 0 .6
M o r e  than 2 0  y ears 6 15.0 - - - -
T o ta l 4 0 10 0 .0 3 0 1 0 0 .0 36 ioo.o
N o te .  P S T =  P r iv ate  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers .
As Table 7 shows that 47.5^ of English teachers in 
Private schools have less teaching experience than six years; 
whereas only 20% of English teachers in Anatolian schools and 
2 7 . S% in State schools have less than six years of teaching 
experience. This means that 80^ of the subjects from 
Anatolian schools and 72.3% from State schools have more 
experience than those in Private schools. These points are
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taken into consideration while discussing teacher attitudes 
towards teacher development in the TD experience and opinions 
category.
Table 8 indicates the decision makers for choosing the 
curriculum and the textbooks used at the three different 
types of secondary schools.
Table 8
nn-r-riculum and Textbook Decisions (Q . 4 )
G r o u p s
P S T ( N = 4 0 ) A S T i N = 3 0 ) S S T ( N = 3 6 )
D e c is io n  M a k e r s c T C T c T
f % f % I  % f  % f  % f  %
A ll  E n g l i s h  t e a c h e rs  at 
sc l io o l
8 2 0 28 70 17 5 6 .7 17 5 6 .7 7 19 .4 8 2 2 .9
M in is t iy  o f  N a t io n a l  
E d u c a t io n
27 67 .5 1 2.5 11 3 6 .7 2 6 .7 29  8 0 .6 2 6  74 .3
S c h o o l  H e a d m a s te r s /  
P r in c ip a l s
4 10 4 10 - 1 3 .3 - 1 2 .9
E L T  C o m m it t e e 1 2.5 7 17.5 2 6 .7 2 6 .7 - - -
T o t a l 4 0 100 4 0 100 3 0  100 3 0  100 3 6  100 3 6  100
N o te .  P S T =  P r iv a te  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers ,  
C =  C u rr ic u lu m , T =  T e x t b o o k ( s ) ,  E L T =  E n g l i sh  L a n g u a g e  T e a c h in g .
Despite the fact that the curriculum for all three 
school types is set by the Ministry of National Education and 
is required to be followed, 20% of PSTs, 56.7^ of ASTs and
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19.4^ of SSTs indicate that the curriculum used at their 
school is determined by all the English teachers at the 
school. The data also show that 1 of PSTs and 83.3% of ASTs 
are actively involved in the selection of the textbooks 
whereas only 22.9% of SSTs state that they determine the 
textbooks used at their schools.
Question 5 asked the subjects whether they were happy 
with the currently followed curricula and textbooks at their 
schools.
Table 9
y·] on riirriculum and Textbooks (Q . 5 )
G r o u p s
P S T ( N = 4 0 ) A S T (N = 3 0 ) S S T ( N = 3 6 )
C T c T c T
f % f % f % f % f % f %
Y E S 23 57.5 20 50.0 19 63.3 17 56.7 12 33.3 4 11.1
N O T  Q U I T E 15 37.5 18 45.0 7 23.3 12 40 17 47 .2 17 47.2
N O 1 2.5 1 2.5 2 6.7 1 3.3 7 19.5 14 38.9
N O  R E S P O N S E 1 2.5 1 2.5 2 6.7 - - - - 1 2.8
T o t a l 40 100 40 100 30 100 30 100 36 100 36 100
>Jote. P S T =  P r iv ate  s c h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers ,  
C =  C u rr ic u lu m , T =  T e x t b o o k s .
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As can be seen in Table 9, 57.5% of the PSTs and 
63.3% of the ASTs are satisfied with the curriculum followed 
at their schools. However, only 33.3% of SSTs are happy with 
the currently followed curriculum. With respect to textbooks, 
PSTs (50.0%) and ASTs (56.7%) again are happy with the 
textbooks used at their schools; whereas only 11.1% of SSTs 
are satisfied with the currently used textbooks. Results 
indicate that PSTs and ASTs are more satisfied with both the 
curriculum and textbooks used at their schools than the SSTs.
The findings clearly show that PSTs and ASTs have a 
direct role in the development of their schools by sharing 
the responsibility for curriculum and textbook decisions. 
SSTs, on the other hand, are restricted to the decisions of 
the Ministry of National Education. This would also seem to 
suggest that the more teachers have and feel the 
responsibility for decision making in school development the 
more they are willing to develop themselves.
Question 6, the second item in the category background 
■i TTFrvrmah-i on investigated how often teachers provide their 
students with supplementary materials (see Table 10), in 
other words the current situation.
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Table 10
(Q.6)
F r e q u e n c y
G r o u p s
P S T
f
( N = 4 0 )
%
A S T
f
( N = 3 0 )
%
S S T
f
( N = 3 6 )
%
A l w a y s 2 0 50 4 13.3 5 13.9
U s u a l l y 14 35 11 3 6 .7 8 22  2
S o m e t i m e s 4 10 13 4 3 .3 11 3 0 .6
R a r e ly 1 2.5 2 6 .7 9 2 5 .0
N e v e r 1 2.5 - - 3 8.3
T o t a l 4 0 100 3 0 100 36 100
\ o t e .  P S T =  Pr ivate  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T -  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers .
As Table 10 shows 85^ of PSTs, 50^ of ASTs and 36.1^ of 
SSTs "always" or "usually" provide their students with 
supplementary materials. This would seem to suggest that 
irrespective of their school type English teachers use' 
supplementary materials in class. Teachers seem to have an 
understanding of their current teaching situation and try to 
support it with supplementary materials; however, even though 
SSTs are not happy with the curriculum and textbooks these 
teachers are the ones who provide the least amount of 
supplementary materials for their students. We can assume
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that SSTs have to cope with various negative factors such as 
large classes, work load and unwilling students. 
nategory 2: Current Situation
This section discusses questions 7 and 8 which were 
categorized under current situation. The main concern was to 
investigate how teachers solve their teaching problems and 
how frequently they use strategies to improve their 
professional knowledge in English Language Teaching. In this 
way, it was aimed to raise teachers' awareness in their 
current situation. The mean scores and the related standard 
deviations of the Likert scale responses are displayed in 
tables (Tables 11 and 12) followed by the discussion of 
results.
Table 11
(Q.7)
G r o u p s
C o n s u l t a t io n P S T
M
( N = 4 0 )
S D
A S T
M
£ N = 3 0 )
S D
S S T
M
( N = 3 6 )
S D
R e f e r e n c e  b o o k s  on  E L T 1.71 1.09 2 .0 0 .78 1.83 1.05
C o l l e a g u e s 2 ,1 2 .86 2 .7 3 .78 2 .7 2 1 .08
H e a d  o f  E L T  c o m m it te e 2 .35 1.02 3 .3 6 .9 6 4 .1 3 .9 9
S c h o o l  H e a d m a s t e r 4 .1 3 .84 4 .3 6 .76 4 .5 5 .62
N o te .  P S T =  P r iv a te  s c h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teac h e rs ;  
R a t in g  s c a le :  1 =  a lw a y s ,  2 =  u su a l ly ,  3 =  so m e t im e s ,  4 =  rare ly, 5 =  never.
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The mean scores and the related standard deviations of 
responses from the teachers of three different schools about 
how they solve a difficulty concerning their teaching are 
shown in Table 11. As the lowest mean scores for each group 
are: 1.71 (PST), 2.00 (AST) and 1.83 (SST) respectively all
below 2, we can infer that English teachers from the three 
school types "usually" resort to the same problem-solution 
strategy in teaching; "consulting reference books on ELT" .
All the three groups also showed agreement on their second 
option for solving their classroom difficulties which is 
"consulting colleagues" with the mean scores of 2.12 (PSTs), 
2.73(ASTs) and 2.72 (SSTs). Viewing the standard deviations 
for these two items which are all around or below the value 
of 1.00, we can infer that there is a homogeneity between the 
teachers. These findings clearly show that English teachers 
from the three school types first consult reference books 
which seem to suggest that they prefer individual problem 
solving and second prefer asking colleagues which may be 
considered as cooperative sharing. As regards the "other" 
option of question 7, three teachers indicated that they also 
consult their students to overcome difficulties in the 
classroom.
Table 12 displays teachers' responses to the frequency 
of strategies they follow to improve their professional 
knowledge in English Language Teaching.
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Table 12
.qhr^tegies for Improvement of Profesaional Knowledge (Q . 8)
G r o u p s
S t r a t e g ie s
P S T
M
( N = 4 0 )
S D
A S T
M
( N = 3 0 )
S D
S S T
M
( N = 3 6 )
S D
H o ld in g  re g u la r  m e e t in g s  with  
c o l l e a g u e s 1.85 1.07 2 .2 7 .97 .13 1.33
S u b s c r ib in g  to E L T  jo u r n a l s 3 .15 1.24 3 .4 3 1.01 3 .8 3 1.23
A tte n d in g  in serv ice  a c t iv i t ie s  
o f f e r e d  b y  Μ Ο Ν Ε 4 .0 7 1.16 3 .9 6 .89 3 .9 4 1 .09
F o l lo w in g  the latest  b o o k s  in 
E L T 2 .1 2 .99 2 .6 2 .90 3 .2 2 1 .06
A tte n d in g  b o o k  d i s p la y s 2 .43 1.11 3.41 .90 3.61 1 .10
A tte n d in g  c o n feren ces ,  
s e m in a r s ,  and w o rk sh o p s 2 .2 0 1 .04 3 .1 0 1.02 3 .5 8 .93
N o te .  P S T =  Pr iv ate  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teac h e rs ;  
Μ Ο Ν Έ  M in is try  o f  N a t io n a l  E d u c a t io n ;  E L T =  E n g l i s h  L a n g u a g e  T e a c h in g ;  R a t in g  sc a le :  1 =  a lw ay s ,  
2 =  u su a l ly ,  3 =  so m e t im e s ,  2 =  rarely, 5 =  never.
As can be seen from Table 12, the most frequently used 
strategy for improvement of professional knowledge by the 
three groups is "holding regular meetings with colleagues" 
with the lowest mean scores (AST M=1.85, AST M= 2.27, SST 
M=3.13). The second most frequently used strategy for all 
three groups is "following the latest books in English 
Language Teaching" (PST M=2.12, AST M=2.62, SST M=3.22).
Since rate mean scores are close to 4 (PST M=4.07, AST 
M=3.96, SST M=3.94) PSTs, ASTs and SSTs can be said to
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"rarely" attend inservice activities offered by the Ministry 
of National Education which is the last strategy they resort 
for improving their professional knowledge in English 
Language Teaching. SSTs' responses for all the strategies 
yield closely grouped scores (between 3.13 and 3.94) which 
may suggest that these teachers do not have a particular 
preference to improve themselves but "sometimes" or "rarely" 
follow the mentioned strategies. PSTs usually attend 
conferences, seminars and workshops (M=2.20) in order to 
improve their professional knowledge whereas ASTs only 
sometimes (M=3.10) and SSTs rarely (M=3.58) prefer this 
option for their development.
Eight teachers (5 from Private schools and 3 from 
Anatolian schools) responded to the "other" option; they 
reported further strategies to improve their professional 
knowledge such as going abroad, corresponding with other 
teachers from foreign countries, watching TV programs in 
English and discussing with colleagues from other schools 
about teaching methods and classroom activities. The 
researcher found the following responses of PSTs very 
interesting. These teachers indicated that their school 
provided materials and activities for them; thus, they 
improved their professional knowledge through the support of 
the school.
Category 3: Participation in. ..TP activities
Questions 9 and 13 aimed at finding out the factors 
which might either prevent or motivate teachers to
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participate in teacher development (TD) activities. Data 
collected from question 9 were analyzed by referring to mean 
scores and standard deviations collected through Lifetree 
scale categories (from 1 to 5; 1 standing for strongly agree
and 5 standing for strongly disagree)and displayed in Table 
13 .
Table 13
T^antors Preventing Teachers from Participating in TD 
(Q.9)
G r o u p s
F a c to r s P S T
M
(N = 4 0 )
S D
A S T
M
(N = 3 0 )
S D
S S T
M
(N = 3 6 )
S D
T o o  m u c h  te ach in g  load 2.40 1.17 2 .60 1.07 2.08 1.27
N o t  e n o u g h  o p t io n s  for  T D 2.55 1.01 2.06 .69 1.77 ,76
L a c k  o f  s c h o o l  su pport 3.39 1.15 2 .73 1.08 1.91 .96
N o t  b e in g  in fo rm ed  in t im e 3.60 1.03 2.73 1.25 2 .44 1,05
P e r so n a l ly  not b e l ie v in g  in the 
n e c e s s i ty  o f  T D  ac t iv i t ie s 4.50 .81 3.93 1.04 4.33 .92
D if f i c u l ty  in re a c h in g  the 
lo c a t io n  o f  T D  a c t iv i t ie s 3.15 1.14 2 .8 0 .92 2.62 1.11
M o n e y  co n stra in ts 3.70 .91 2 .62 1.11 1.91 .87
\ o t e .  P S T =  P r iv ate  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T  S ta te  s c h o o l  t e a c h e r s  T D =  
te a c h e r  d e v e lo p m e n t ;  R a t in g  s c a le :  1 =  st ro n g ly  ag re e ,  2 =  ag re e ,  3 =  neutral,  4 =  d i s ag re e .  5 =  s t ro n g ly  
d i s a g re e .
The analysis of data shown in Table 13 indicates that 
the three groups disagreed with the item which stated "not
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believing in the necessity of TD activities". The mean scores 
for this item are 4.50 for PSTs, 3.93 for ASTs and 4.33 for 
SSTs. Another interesting finding the three groups agreed 
upon was that there are not enough options for teacher 
development activities in Adana. This is presented by the 
following mean scores: PSTs 2.55, ASTs 2.06 and SSTs 1.77. 
Teachers from the three groups are like-minded or homogeneous 
in their judgment as to the inadequacy of teacher development 
options since standard deviations are below or around 1.00 
(PSTs SD= 1.01, ASTs S.D= .69, SSTs SJD.= .76) Results also 
indicate that the teaching load of PSTs and ASTs prevented 
them from participating in TD activities (PST M=2.40, AST 
M=2.60). Many SSTs' responses received rating scores that 
were close to each other which seems to suggest that these 
teachers are confronted with more factors that prevent them 
from participating in TD activities when compared with the 
teachers from Private schools and Anatolian schools. SSTs 
indicated the factor of money constraints and lack of school 
support as factors that prevent them from participating in TD 
activities which PSTs and ASTs did not respond were a problem 
for them. In general, from these findings we can infer that 
all teachers from the three different schools believe in TD 
but there are factors which might prevent them from attending 
TD activities.
Table 14 presents the ranking of factors which might 
motivate teachers to participate in TD activities in mean 
scores and standard deviations in order to understand the
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attitudes of secondary school teachers of English towards TD 
activities.
Table 14
MohH vational Factors (Q.13)
G r o u p s
F a c to r s
P S T m = 4 0 )
S D
A S T
M
( N = 3 0 )
S D
S S T
M
( N = 3 6 )
S D
S o c ia l i z i n g  with  other teach ers 4 .1 2 4 .7 0 2 .3 3 1.24 2 ,6 6 1 .37
U p g r a d i n g  k n o w le d g e  in E L T 1.84 1.30 2 .2 3 1.16 2 .1 6 1 .32
E x c h a n g i n g  e x p e r ie n c e  with  
o ther  te a c h e r s
2 .4 8 .97 2 .4 6 1.07 2.41 1 .10
D e s ir e  fo r  p ro m o tio n 4 .0 0 1.31 4 .2 6 1.23 3 .6 9 1 .06
S u p p o r t  f ro m  the sc h o o l  
t e a c h e r s  te a c h  at
3.21 1.29 3 .7 9 1.14 4 ,0 5 1.21
N o te .  P S T =  P r iv ate  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers ,  
E L T =  E m il i sh  L a n g u a g e  T e a c h in g ;  R a n k in g  sc a le :  1=  m o s t  im portant,  5 =  lea s t  im portant .
English teachers from the three school types indicated 
"upgrading knowledge in ELT" as their uppermost priority as a 
motivational factor in participating in TD activities with 
the mean scores of 1.84 for PSTs, 2.23 for ASTs and 2.16 for 
SSTs. The second motivational factor, which was "exchanging 
experiences with other colleagues", yielded mean scores of 
2.48 for PSTs, 2.46 for ASTs and 2.41 for SSTs. ASTs, on the 
other hand, emphasize the socializing aspect TD activities as 
an motivational factor to participate in TD activities with a
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mean score of 2.33. The finding that "support from the 
school" is the least motivational factor for SSTs with the 
mean rank score 4.05 was not anticipated by the researcher. 
The results imply that teachers would prefer to upgrade their 
knowledge in ELT while sharing with other teachers.
Category 4: Teacher Development_CTD.)_Experiences and Opinions
In this section. Questions (10 and 11) were categorized 
under TD experiences and opinions. The main aim of asking 
these questions was to investigate whether teachers had 
participated in any kind of TD activities during the last two 
years. If they did, they were asked to indicate the place and 
duration of these activities. Questions 10 and 11 also 
investigated opinions whether there are enough TD activities 
for secondary school teachers of English in Adana. Since Q.IO 
was an open-ended question recurring themes were summarized 
and the analyzed data were reported.
Thirty-three percent of the teachers from the three 
school types answered Q.IO (23 PSTs, 5 ASTs and 7 SSTs). They 
indicated the teacher development activities they had 
participated in during the last two years which are 
summarized under the headings: activity, place and duration.
Activity! The teacher development activities teachers 
mentioned in their answers were of three types: book 
displays, seminars and workshops, and INSET by the Ministry 
of National Education. Book displays which are organized by 
foreign publications are the most common TD activities in 
Adana followed by seminars and workshops organized by Private
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schools or Anatolian schools. INSET activities by the 
Ministry of National Education which are usually on 
Methodology are not much indicated in their responses.
Place t Book displays are held in the reception areas of 
various hotels in Adana. These places are reserved by the 
foreign publication. Seminars and workshops are held at 
determined schools which are usually Private and Anatolian 
schools. INSET, on the other hand, is organized in different 
cities of Turkey. None of the respondents indicated any INSET 
activities held in Adana.
P it rat ion I Book displays and seminars and workshops last 
for 1-1.5 hours; whereas INSET can either be for 1-2 weeks or 
1-2 months.
Findings show that only a small number of teachers 
participated in TD activities during the last two years. We 
might suggest that the factors described in category 3 such 
as not enough options for teacher development, too much 
teaching load and lack of support prevented teachers from 
participating in those activities.
Table 15 summarizes data collected in respect to 
question 11 regarding subjects' opinions about the adequacy 
of TD activities in Adana.
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AHf^qiiacy of TD Activities in Adana (Q . 1 1 )
G ro u p s
Table 15
R e s p o n s e P S T
f
( N = 4 0 )
%
A S T
f
( N = 3 0 )
%
S S T
f
( N = 3 6 )
%
4 10 3 10 3 19 .4
36 90 27 9 0 33 8 0 .6
4 0 100 30 100 36 100
Y E S
N O
N O  R E S P O N S E  
T o ta l
N o te .  P S T =  Pr iv ate  sc h o o l  teachers ,  A S T =  A n ato l ian  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers .
Ninety percent of PSTs and ASTs and 8 0.69s of SSTs agreed 
that there are not enough teacher development activities in 
Adana.
General findings suggest that the few existing TD options are 
not adequate for secondary school teachers of English.
r;:^ h^,gory 5; Options for teacher development_(TD)
Questions 12 and 15 were asked in order to find out 
teachers' preference for the source of TD activities in 
Adana. Teachers were asked to rank their preferences from the 
most preferred (1) to the least preferred (4) in question 12. 
Teachers from the three schools were also expected to 
indicate their views on school/university collaboration as 
one option for TD (Q.15).
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Preferenee of Sources for TD Activitieg in Adana (Q.12)
Table 16
S o u r c e
G r o u p s
P S T
M
( N = 4 0 )
Ş D
A S T
M
( N = 3 0 )
Ş D
S S T
M
( N = 3 6 )
Ş D
M in is try  o f  N a t io n a l  E d u c a t io n 3 .1 0 1.12 2 .4 8 1.05 2 .7 9 1.09
S c h o o l  te a c h e rs  w o rk  at 2 .9 4 .64 3 .0 6 1.03 3 .35 .66
L o c a l  U n iv e rs i ty  (C U ) 2 .0 8 .75 2 .4 4 .73 1.79 .68
F o r e ig n  L a n g u a g e  A g e n c ie s 1.83 1.14 2 .0 0 1.36 2 .05 1.07
P S T =  Pr ivate  sc h o o l  teachers ,  A S T =  A n ato l ian  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers ,  
C U =  Ç u k u r o v a  U n iv e rs i ty ;  R a n k in g  sc a le :  1=  m o st  p referred , 4 =  lea s t  preferred .
As Table 16 shows, PSTs and ASTs expressed "Foreign 
Language Agencies" as their most preferred source for TD 
activities in Adana with the mean rank scores 1.83 and 2.00. 
The second preferred source for both PSTs ASTs was the local 
university (Çukurova University) with the mean rank scores of 
2.08 and 2.44. Despite the fact that the local university is 
the second preferred source, the homogeneity within the 
responses with the standard deviations .75 and .73 
respectively is remarkable. SSTs, on the other hand, chose 
the local university as the primary source for TD activities 
in Adana with the mean rank score 1.79 followed by the second 
option "the Foreign Language Agencies" with a mean score of 
2.05. With regards the "other" option, two teachers preferred
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a further source for teacher development activities in Adana 
which is a local center for all English teachers of secondary 
schools. These results may point out that new options for TD 
activities are preferred rather than the existing ones which 
are provided by the Ministry of National Education or by the 
schools themselves.
Table 17
.qchool/University Collaboration (Q.15)
R e s p o n s e
G r o u p s
P S T
f
( N = 4 0 )
%
A S T
f
( N = 3 0 )
_%
S S T
f
( N = 3 6 )
%
Y E S 36 9 0 25 83 .3 36 100
N O 3 7.5 5 16.7 - -
N O  R E S P O N S E 1 2.5 - - - -
T o t a l 4 0 100 30 100 36 100
N o te .  P S T =  P r iv ate  sc h o o l  teachers ,  A S T =  an ato l ian  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers .
As can be seen from Table 17 the majority (over B0% was 
taken as majority) of the subjects agree that 
school/university collaboration is an important alternative 
for TD. Ninety percent of the PSTs, 83.3^ of the ASTs and 
100^ of the SSTs support this view. Findings show that even 
though teachers supported a school/university collaboration, 
the two groups (PST and AST) did not choose it as the first 
option. This situation might suggest that teachers believe in
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school/university collaboration, but are not as of yet 
convinced since almost no examples of this kind of 
collaboration exist in Adana.
r.atf^ gory Preferred Characteristics of TD Programs
The questions (14 and 16) in this category aim to 
investigate teachers' opinions about the preferred 
characteristics of TD programs. They were asked their views 
about the concern of TD programs (Table 18) and what kind of 
a school/university model they would like to experience 
(Table 19). In both questions subjects were asked to rank the 
items from 1 to 4 (1 representing most important/preferred; 4 
representing least important/preferred) and data were 
analyzed by referring to mean rank scores.
Table 18
r-onnern r,f TD Proarama (Q.14)
G r o u p s
P S T
M
( N = 4 0 )
S D
A S T
M
( N = 3 0 )
S D
S S T
_M
( N = 3 6 )
S D
D e v e lo p m e n t  n e e d s  o f  the 
d i f fe re n t  s c h o o l  ty p e s 2 .6 9 1.05 1 .76 1.04 2 .2 5 .96
N e e d s  o f  in d iv id u a l  teach ers 2 .8 9 1.20 2 .5 0 1.04 3 .0 8 1.07
S h a r e d  in terests  o f  teach ers  
f ro m  d if fe re n t  sc h o o l  types 2 .3 3 .86 3 .3 6 .80 2 .7 2 .97
S e t t in g  u p  o f  an E L T  center  in 
reiiLilar c o o p e ra t io n  with S e S T E 2 .1 0 1.18 2 .3 6 .99 1 .94 1 .14
N o te .  P S T =  P r iv ate  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers ,  
S e S T E =  S e c o n d a r y  sc h o o l  te ach ers  o f  E n g l i sh ;  R a n k in g  sc a le :  1 =  m o s t  im portant,  4 =  lea s t  im portant.
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As Table 18 displays, PSTs and SSTs agree that the 
"setting up of an ELT center in regular cooperation with 
secondary school teachers" is the most important aspect of TD 
programs with the mean rank scores of 2.10 and 1.94 
respectively. ASTs indicate that "the development needs of 
the different school types" is the most important 
characteristics of TD programs, with a mean score of 1.76, 
followed by the item PSTs (M=2.10) and SSTs (M=1.94) 
indicated as the most important with a mean score of 2.36. 
SSTs also agree that "the development needs of the different 
school types" are important and put this item in the second 
rank with the mean score of 2.25. The second choice of PSTs 
is "shared interests of teachers from different school types" 
with the mean score of 2.33. These findings would seem to 
suggest that teachers prefer TD programs in regular 
cooperation with teachers from other schools but also 
consider developmental needs of different school types and 
shared interests of teachers as the main concern of teacher 
development programs.
Question 16 (Table 19) investigated the three groups' 
preferences for the kind of school/university collaboration 
model they would like to experience.
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.gnbool/univeraity Collaboration Model (Q.16)
Table 19
T y p e
G r o u p s
P S T
M
( N = 4 0 )
S D
A S T
M
( N = 3 0 )
S D
S S T
M
(N = 3 6 )
S D
T r a in in g 2.15 1.12 2 .1 9 1.13 2 .05 1.17
C o o p e r a t iv e  sh ar in g 2 27 1.03 2 .3 8 .98 2 .6 3 1.07
C o l la b o r a t iv e  action  and 2.51 1.00 2 .0 0 .89 2 .5 0 1.15
re f le c t io n
3 .0 0 1.14 3 .4 2 .94 2 .8 0 .98
C o n s u l t in g
N o te  P S T =  P r iv ate  sc h o o l  teachers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers ;  
R a n k im i  s c a le :  1 =  m o st  preferred , 4 =  least  p referred ; c o n c e p t s  a re  e x p la in e d  in the q u e s t io n n a ire  (see  
A p p e n d i x  D ).
The responses from PSTs and SSTs for "training" yield 
the mean rank scores 2.15 and 2.05 as the most preferred 
school/university model; the responses from ASTs for training 
yielded a mean rank score of 2.19 which shows that ASTs 
prefer training as the second alternative. "Cooperative 
sharing" is the second preferred model by PSTs with the mean 
score 2.27. "Collaborative action and reflection" is the most 
preferred model by ASTs with the mean score of 2.00. SSTs, on 
the other hand, prefer "collaborative action and reflection" 
as a second option (M=2.50). The standard deviation which is 
below 1.00 indicates that there is a high homogeneity among 
the responses of ASTs. Findings seem to suggest that 
training is still a preferred aspect of TD but it is
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preferred together with cooperative and collaborative 
opportunities.
Category 7: Content, and duration of TD programs
Questions 17r IQ f 19 were categorized under the category 
of content and duration of TD programs. Their main aim was to 
investigate teachers' views on the content and duration of TD 
programs. In questions 17 and 18 subjects were asked to rate 
the items according to Likert scale categories from 1 to 5 
(1= very much and 5= none) from which mean scores and 
standard deviations were calculated. Question 17 asked 
teachers in what ways they wanted Çukurova University to 
contribute to secondary school teachers' of English 
professional development in Adana (Table 20). Question 18 
asked teachers to rate various areas of TD according to 
their opinions (Table 21) and question 19 asked for the 
teachers' preferred frequency of TD activities (Table 22).
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fm-ihribution of Çukurova University to TD (Q.1 7 )
Table 20
G r o u p s
P S T
M
( N = 4 0 )
Ş D
A S T
M
( N = 3 0 )
Ş D
S S T
M
( N = 3 6 )
Ş D
L e c tu r e s 2 .33 1.00 3 .0 0 1.28 2 .3 6 1.07
C o u r s e s  le a d in g  to a cert if icate ,  
d ip lo m a ,  d e g re e 2.05 1.16 2 .8 9 1.01 2 .7 2 1.16
O n -th e - jo b  co l la b o ra t io n  b a se d  on 
teach ers '  re f lec t io n 2.41 .91 2 .9 6 .88 2 .6 6 .82
W o r k s h o p s  on requ es t  by  teach ers 2 .25 .96 2 .5 3 1.07 2 .4 4 1 .02
R e g u la r  in fo rm a l  m e e t in g s  for  
s o c i a l i z in g 2 .5 6 .82 2.51 .91 2 .6 6 .95
C o n s u l t a n c y  o v er  any a sp e c t s  o f  
the s c h o o l  n eed 2 .15 .95 2 .71 1.08 2 .5 7 .77
Pro\ id in g  te a c h in g  re so u rc es 1.76 .90 2 .1 3 .87 1.58 .87
P r o v id in g  'network ' a m o n g  
E n g l i s h  t e a c h e r s  a s  a E L T  center 2 .0 0 .85 2 .1 3 .95 1.50 84
N o t e  P S T =  P r iv a te  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n ato l ian  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  sc h o o l ' t e a c h e r s ;  
R a t in g  s c a le :  1 =  v ery  m u ch ,  2 =  m uch , 3 =  so m e ,  4 =  a  little, 5 =  none.
The data displayed in Table 20 show that there is a high 
agreement among PSTs, ASTs and SSTs concerning the provisions 
of teaching resources by Çukurova University as a 
contribution to teacher development with the mean scores 
1 76, 2.13 and 1.58. Another contribution teachers want from 
Çukurova University is the provision of a network among 
secondary school teachers of English (PST M=2.00, AST M=2.13
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and SST M=1.50). The means of the items for each group and 
across groups are very close to one another (between 1.50 and 
3.00) so that we can infer that all of the items are wanted 
to be covered in TD programs by the teachers since standard 
deviations are almost all under 1.00 which show the 
homogeneity among the responses. In the "other" option, two 
teachers indicated that they would like to see Çukurova 
University contribute to the professional development of 
secondary school teachers of English with establishing an ELT 
center or an INSET department and teacher training courses.
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Teachers '_Opinions on Content of TD Programs
G r o u p s
Table 21
A r e a s
P S T  ( N = 4 0 )  A S T  ( N = 3 0 )
\ 4  S D  M  S D
S S T  ( N = 3 6 )
iM S D
T e a c h i n g  sk i l l s  (R , W, L , S ) 1.82 3 .2 2 1.20 .49 1.54 .65
T e s t in g 1.61 .78 2 .2 0 1.04 2 .0 5 .95
Error  co rre c t io n 2 .1 2 1.03 3 .03 1.05 2 .3 8 .99
T e x t b o o k  ev a lu a t io n 2 .1 0 .85 2 .1 0 .93 2 .4 4 .96
M a te r ia l  p ro d u ct io n 1.78 .99 2 .3 4 1.11 1.97 .73
L e s s o n  p la n n in g 2 .2 8 1.31 2 .9 2 1.08 2 .6 8 1.34
C o u r s e  d e s ig n 2 .4 4 .92 2 .5 3 .88 2 .8 2 .95
L a t e s t  d e v e lo p m e n t s  in E L T 1.31 .52 1.72 .88 1.55 1.08
G r a m m a r 2 .15 1.24 2.41 1.01 2 .3 3 1.09
N ote .  P S T =  Pr iv ate  sc h o o l  teachers ,  A S T =  A n ato l ian  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  
E L T =  E n g l i s h  L a n g u a g e  T e a c h in g ,  R =  reading , W =  w riting, L =  lis ten ing, S =  sp e a k in g ;  R a t in g  sc a le :  
1=  v e iy  m u ch ,  2 =  m uch , 3 =  so m e ,  4 =  a little, 5 =  none.
Table 21 displays teachers' opinion about what areas 
they believe TD programs should cover. ASTs with the mean 
score 1.20 and SSTs with the mean score 1.54 agreed that 
"teaching skills" is the most important content of teacher 
development programs. PSTs, on the other hand, believe that 
the "latest development in ELT" should be the main concern of 
teacher development programs (M=1.31). ASTs and SSTs 
indicated this option as the second important area of teacher 
development programs (AST M=1.72, SST M=1.55). Since all mean
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scores are very low (between 1.20 and 3.03) and standard 
deviations around or below 1.00 we can infer that teachers 
want to see variety in TD activities according to their needs 
and interests such as testing, materials production and 
grammar. As regards the "other" option, five teachers would 
also like TD programs to cover classroom management, games 
and educational and cultural visits to England.
Table 22 displays teachers' views of the frequency of TD 
programs.
Table 22
TeachersJ_Opinions on Frequency of TD Programs (Q.19)
F r e q u e n c y
G r o u p s
P S T
f
( N = 4 0 )
%
A S T
f
( N = 3 0 )
%
S S T
f
( N = 3 6 )
%
O n c e  a y e a r 9 22 .5 10 J J . 3 6 16.7
3 t im e s  a y e a r 17 4 2 .5 16 5 3 .3 9 2 5 .0
E v e i y  m o n th 8 2 0 .0 2 6 .7 15 4 1 .7
E v e i y  tw o  w e e k s 1 2.5 - - 6 16.7
N o  r e s p o n s e 5 12.5 2 6 .7 - -
T o ta l 4 0 100 3 0 100 36 100
N o te .  P S T =  P r iv a te  s c h o o l  teach ers ,  A S T =  A n a to l ia n  sc h o o l  teach ers ,  S S T =  S ta te  s c h o o l  teach ers .
42,5% of the PSTs and 53.3% of the ASTs want TD 
activities three times a year; 41.7% of the SSTs, however.
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believe that these programs should be held every month. 
Interesting views were indicated in the "other" option of 
this question. Seven teachers preferred a two week or a month 
intensive program every year and informal meetings with other 
teachers twice a month. Five teachers indicated that the 
frequency depends on the type of the activities; once or 
twice a month for sharing ideas or consulting, three times a 
year for larger organizations. One teacher stated that 
teacher development activities should be held as frequently 
as they are economically possible.
A total of 21 teachers (10 from Private schools, 6 from 
Anatolian schools and 3 from State schools) responded to the 
open-ended questions. The aim of asking open-ended questions 
was to enable teachers to indicate further comments if they 
wanted. The open-ended questions (Q. 20, 21 and 22) were 
analyzed qualitatively and recurring themes from the 
responses of the teachers from the three different school 
types were reported under the following headings:
1. Comments about teacher development needs of secondary 
school teachers in general,
2. Comments about the option for meeting the teacher 
development needs of secondary school teachers in general,
3. Comments about the possibility of school/university 
collaboration.
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■Comments about TD.. needs Qf...B.eSTE in general
Four teachers indicated that teacher development depends 
mainly on the individual teacher and maintained that teachers 
need more support then they want to admit. The main need 
these teachers mentioned was conversational practice. They 
indicated that English teachers do not have a chance to use 
the language outside the classroom; thus, they do not feel 
confident enough in their profession. Solutions to this 
problem were suggested by six teachers. They indicated that 
teachers should come together not only for sharing 
professional issues but also for sharing general ideas. For 
example, forming special interest groups and discussing 
various topics such as the latest novel once a month was 
suggested by three teachers. Seven teachers also indicated 
that English teachers have to be sent abroad even for a short 
time to practice the language in its real environment.
Further needs mentioned by teachers were facilities like 
extensive reference books on ELT, journals, periodicals, 
video and audio cassettes. Five teachers indicated that 
teacher development in Turkey depends on financial solutions. 
Teachers can not develop themselves since they can not 
afford to spend much money on teacher development. Finally, 
twelve teachers indicated that secondary school teachers 
always should be in contact with the university in order to 
catch up with current developments and to benefit from each 
other.
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CojnmexLt.s_ about the options for meeting TD needs of SeSTE
The majority of teachers (18) indicated that teachers 
need to come together to exchange ideas about the latest 
developments in ELT with other colleagues from different 
schools. Regular meetings with experts and native speakers 
were suggested options for teacher development of secondary 
school teachers of English. Further indicated options were 
seminars and workshops on request from teachers. Four 
teachers maintained that TD needs change from school type to 
school type, even from school to school; thus, some teacher 
development programs need to be generated accordingly. Two 
teachers indicated that schools have to support the 
development of their teachers especially those who are 
interested in teacher development.
Comments about the possibility of school/university
The majority of teachers (20) have positive attitudes 
towards school/university collaboration except two teachers 
who indicated that they do not support this idea. One of them 
explained his reason and said that there is too much 
bureaucracy in Turkey for a school/university collaboration 
to work efficiently. On the contrary, 19 teachers indicated 
their willingness to participate in any activity provided by 
the university and want Çukurova University to organize 
seminars, workshops and summer courses. Teachers also hope 
that such a collaboration would establish a network among
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secondary school teachers of English through newsletters, 
magazines, meetings and a center. Six teachers indicated that 
they would like to contribute actively to such a 
collaboration.
Interview Analysis
The interviews for this study were conducted between 
May 8-10 , 1996, in Adana. Twelve administrators from
secondary schools participated in these interviews: 4 from 
Private schools, 4 from Anatolian schools and 4 from State 
schools.
The data collected through interviews were analyzed by 
focusing on the aim of this study from the administrators 
point of view. First, recurring themes were determined. 
Second, themes were categorized under the pre-determined 
headings which were based on the interview questions and the 
subjects' meanings were reformulated into descriptions. The 
headings of the interviews were as follows:
1. Views on teacher development in general
2. Options for TD of SeSTE
3. Adequacy of TD activities in Adana
4. School/university collaboration
5. School support
6. School development or/and teacher development
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Views on TD in general
All the subjects (12) stated that TD is very important 
since teachers have to follow the latest developments in 
their field. They also maintained that this process can 
succeed only through sharing. One of the administrators said: 
"Teachers have to develop themselves, but especially English 
teachers have to feel this responsibility because they deal 
with language. Teaching a language is sharing not only with 
students but also with teachers and this field is open to 
innovations." One administrator expressed that teacher 
development requires willingness and self awareness. If a 
teacher does not posses this value, they will not develop 
themselves and unfortunately some teachers do not put much 
effort into developing themselves.
Options for TD of SeSTE in Adana
Administrators stated that there are only a few options 
for teacher development of secondary school teachers of 
English in Adana, which are INSETs offered by the Ministry on 
National Education, book displays and activities arranged at 
schools. Two subjects maintained that as far as they 
remembered there has not been any kind of INSET offered by 
the Ministry of National Education for English teachers for 
the last 7 or 8 years in Adana. The only TD activities as the 
majority of the subjects (15) indicated, were book displays 
of foreign publications. Eight of the administrators asserted 
that the aim of these book displays were not for TD but for 
the promotion of a book.
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Adequacy of TD activities in Adana
All the administrators agreed that there were not enough 
TD activities in Adana. Five subjects stated that there is a 
need for periodic activities and not just one or two in a 
year and indicated the importance of distance relationships 
with foreign countries. Some administrators, especially from 
Private schools maintained that teachers should be send 
abroad for language development. All administrators agreed 
that TD activities required a certain financial cost and four 
administrators suggested that TD activities should be 
performed in Adana by the local university and sometimes 
between schools in order to solve the financial aspect of TD. 
Snhool/university collaboration
All administrators agreed that the local university has 
the responsibility to provide teachers with the latest 
developments in the field. They maintained that a 
school/university collaboration is a natural partnership 
which should have been be established in Adana many years 
ago. It is the cheapest and most effective solution for 
teacher development in Adana. Two administrators (one from a 
Private school and one from a State school) claimed that the 
university has not made any attempts to collaborate with 
secondary schools regularly. They said that the university 
sends every year student teachers for the practicum but never 
gets in contact later on. Thus, there in only one-sided 
collaboration. Two administrators from the Anatolian schools, 
on the other hand, indicated that they already work in
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collaboration with the university. They invite professors for 
conferences or sometimes take students and teachers to the 
university to get information about the latest developments. 
This kind of collaboration, they believe, is a motivational 
factor for development both for students and teachers.
All administrators (12) agreed that support from the 
school is very essential for teacher development. Four 
administrators from the Private schools indicated that 
English teachers at these schools regularly come together in 
order to discuss problems or share ideas. These teachers have 
a resource room in order to provide materials and books. 
Various news in relation to their field is announced by the 
school. Two administrators from the Anatolian schools 
maintained that they try to create an atmosphere where 
teachers are able to come together and share ideas. They 
newly established a testing unit which they believe provide 
important support from the school. Four administrators from 
the States schools, on the other hand, are willing to support 
the development of English teachers at their schools.
However, they admit that they do not provide direct support 
for the development of the English teachers since they have 
other requirements to fulfill on behalf of the school.
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Teacher development or/and school development
All administrators stated that teacher development goes 
hand in hand with school development. Both teachers and the 
school have to be open to innovations and be willing to make 
changes. Administrators from Private schools indicated that 
they are aware of this fact and try to support their teachers 
as much as possible. Some administrators from Anatolian and 
State school; however, said that revolutionary solutions are 
needed. Since teachers have so many other problems such as 
financial problems, too much work load and responsibility 
towards the family they are not able to develop themselves. 
Administrators also indicated that the Ministry of National 
Education together with other sources have to find new ways 
to contribute to teacher development and school development 
as soon and as practical as possible.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION
Summary of the Study
This study was conducted to identify the attitudes of 
secondary school teachers of English in Adana towards the 
existing options for teacher development and to investigate 
the feasibility of a school/university collaboration as a 
source for a new TD possibility. The sample of the study 
consisted of 106 secondary school teachers of English and 12 
administrators from Adana. Forty Private school teachers, 30 
Anatolian school teachers and 36 State school teachers were 
administered questionnaires and administrators (four for each 
school type) were interviewed by parallel questions to the 
questionnaires.
The questionnaires consisted of five types of questions 
and the questions in the questionnaire fell into eight 
categories: background information, current situation, 
participation in teacher development activities, teacher 
development experiences and opinions, options for teacher 
development, preferred characteristics of teacher development 
programs, content and duration of teacher development 
programs, and further comments. Interviews with the 
administrators were conducted according to the pre-determined 
headings based on the research questions. Headings of the 
interviews were as follows: views on teacher development in 
general, options for teacher development of secondary school 
teachers of English, adequacy of teacher development
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activities in Adana, school/university collaboration, school 
support, school development or/and teacher development.
In the analysis of the questionnaires frequencies and 
percentages were calculated for Yes/No and multiple choice 
questions whereas means and standard deviations were 
calculated for ranking and rating questions. Written 
responses for the "other" options were analyzed for content 
and reported within the analysis of related questions. Open- 
ended questions and interview questions were analyzed by 
recurring themes under pre-determined headings.
In this chapter a summary of findings are presented 
followed by a discussion of these findings. Then, guidelines 
for a school/university collaboration is proposed in the 
light of these findings.
Summary of Questionnaire Findings 
In this section, general findings of the questionnaires 
through quantitative and qualitative analysis are summarized 
under the five research questions as mentioned in Chapter 1.
What are, .the Attitudes of Secondary . School Teachers of 
English_CSeSTE.)_in Adana ...towards Teacher Development_(TD) ?
This research question investigated teachers' perceived 
attitudes and preference according to their years of teaching 
experience and type of school. The aim was to get demographic 
knowledge about the subjects and information about their 
teaching setting. Findings indicate that B0% of the ASTs and
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1 2 , 3 %  of the SSTs in this study have more teaching experience 
than PSTs. 47.5% of the PSTs have less than five years of 
teaching experience .
Despite the fact that the curriculum is set by the 
Ministry of National Education and teachers are required to 
be follow it, some teachers especially from Anatolian and 
Private schools stated that the curriculum used at their 
schools is decided by all the teachers at school. Since the 
intention of PSTs and ASTs is not legitimate, we can infer 
that the teachers' intention was to maintain their 
dissatisfaction with the currently used curriculum and 
emphasize their efforts in trying to make changes. Both 
Private and Anatolian schools are quite happy with the 
currently used curriculum and textbooks. They have active 
roles in the decision of textbook selection, thus direct 
influence on school development. SSTs, on the other hand, 
stated that they are not very happy with the currently 
followed curriculum and textbooks. Reasons for this may be 
that SSTs are completely restricted by the decisions of the 
Ministry of National Education and do not have influence on 
school decisions.
An interesting finding for the background information of 
these teachers were that SSTs, even though they are the ones 
who are most unsatisfied with the curriculum and textbooks, 
are again the ones who provide their students with the least 
amount of supplementary materials.
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Considering whether experience in teaching affects the 
attitudes of secondary school teachers of English in Adana 
towards teacher development, we can conclude that all 
teachers from the three different school types believe in 
teacher development and are willing to take part in teacher 
development activities. They indicated the factors that 
prevent and motivate them to participate in these activities. 
All the teachers from the three school types believe in the 
necessity of TD activities; however, they maintained that the 
options for TD are not enough. The major factors that prevent 
them from attending TD activities are teaching load, money 
constraints and lack of school support. The main motivational 
factor is upgrading knowledge in ELT. So, we can say teachers 
agree on the fact that they have to follow innovations and 
upgrade their knowledge but have constraints.
In what Ways do SeSTE in Adana develop themselves?
In order to raise teachers awareness to their current 
teaching situation teachers were asked how they solve^ 
difficulties concerning their teaching and which strategies 
they frequently use to improve themselves. All teachers from 
the three school types prefer to consult reference books on 
ELT and next consult colleagues in order to find solutions to 
their teaching problem. Surprisingly, the strategies to 
improve their knowledge in ELT are the same, that is to 
follow the latest books in ELT and to hold regular meetings 
with colleagues at the same school. The majority of the
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subjects indicated that they rarely attend inservice 
activities offered by the Ministry of National Education.
Also findings showed that almost 90% of the subjects agreed 
that there are not enough TD options in Adana. The only 
alternative for teacher development are attending book 
displays which are organized by foreign publishers, seminars 
and workshops organized by schools and INSET offered by the 
Ministry of National Education. These activities are not held 
regularly. Especially INSET activities by the Ministry of 
National Education is held in different cities throughout 
Turkey. Findings show that there have not been any INSET 
activities for the last two years in Adana.
What kinds of Teacher Development Sources do SeSTE in Adana
pxafer?·
Teachers from the three different school types were 
asked their preferences for the source of TD activities in 
Adana. SSTs indicated the local university as their most 
preferred source for TD in Adana. PSTs and ASTs, on the other 
hand, indicated the local university as the second preferred 
source after their first preference "foreign language 
agencies". Overall findings show that secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana prefer new options for TD rather 
the existing sources such as the Ministry of Education or the 
school itself.
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Do SeSTE in Adana support a School/University Collaboration 
as a Possibility for TD?
Secondary school teachers of English from the three 
types in Adana indicated their views on school/university 
collaboration as one option for teacher development. In 
general, 90^ of PSTs, 83.3^ of ASTs and 100^ of SSTs support 
a school/university collaboration as one option for teacher 
development in Adana. We can conclude that secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana prefer teacher development 
through a new option which is a school/university 
collaboration.
what Characteristics of a. School/University Collaboration are 
the most appropriate for teacher development of SeSTE in 
A.danaJ?.
Teachers were asked their opinions about the 
characteristics of TD programs and the kind of 
school/university collaboration model they wanted to 
experience. In general, teachers indicated the "setting up of 
an ELT center in regular cooperation with secondary school 
teachers" and "the development needs of the different school 
types" as the most important aspect of a teacher development 
program. These findings suggest that teachers want to have a 
center where they can work in regular cooperation with the TD 
program. Teachers want to have an active role in the
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decisions of the TD program and especially emphasize the 
different development needs of the three school types.
With respect to the characteristics of a 
school/university collaboration, the majority of the 
respondents indicated their preference for "training". ASTs 
prefer "training" after "collaborative action and 
reflection", whereas PSTs and SSTs' second preference are 
"cooperative sharing" and "collaborative action and 
reflection". All of the teachers' last preference was 
"consulting". Overall, teachers still prefer some training 
input together with a more collaborative approach of teacher 
development and want to have an active role in the decisions 
of TD programs.
Teachers' responses on how Çukurova University can 
contribute to the professional development of secondary 
school teachers of English referring to the content and 
duration of TD programs. Findings show that there is a high 
agreement among the teachers from the three different school 
types concerning the provisions of teaching resources and a 
network of secondary school teachers of English in Adana by 
the local university. Furthermore, since all the means for 
the question items in Q . 17 and 18 are close to each other we 
can conclude that teachers want TD programs to cover a 
variety of activities.
Opinions concerning the duration of TD programs show 
that there is not one unique view. Teachers expressed 
different views on the duration which suggest that activities
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of different duration are preferred such as three times a 
year for larger TD organizations and once or twice a month 
for regular sharing of ideas.
Summary of Interview Findings
In this section, general findings of the interviews with 
the administrators are summarized under six categories. These 
categories were based on the research questions indicated 
within the category.
Views on TD in General
The findings in this category shed light on research 
question 1 which investigated the attitudes of secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana towards teacher 
development. The administrators believe in the necessity of 
the professional development of secondary school teachers of 
English and indicate the importance of self-awareness of 
teachers towards teacher development. They indicated that if 
a teacher does not possess this value and the will, achieving 
development is impossible.
Options for TD of SeSTE in Adana
This category provides answers to research question 3 
which investigated what kinds of professional development 
options SeSTE in Adana prefer. Administrators agreed that the 
options for teacher development of secondary school teachers 
of English in Adana are very limited. They indicated three 
types of existing TD activities in Adana. These are book
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displays, activities arranged by schools and INSET by the 
Ministry of National Education as TD options for SeSTE. Some 
administrators also indicated the lack of INSET activities by 
the Ministry of National Education in Adana for many years.
Ade-guacy of TD Activities in Adana
Responses here were directed at research question 3. 
Administrators agreed that there are not enough options for 
teacher development in Adana. They maintained the importance 
of continual development. Some administrators also indicated 
the importance of contact with foreign countries and 
suggested that teachers have to be sent abroad for language 
development. Four administrators indicated that teacher 
development activities should be held in Adana in order to 
solve the financial aspect of TD.
School/University Collaboration
Findings in this category respond to research question 4 
and 5. The aim of asking this question was to investigate the 
attitudes of administrators towards a school/university 
collaboration as one alternative to teacher development. 
Administrators indicated that school/university collaboration 
is an important solution for the lack of teacher development 
in Adana since it is the cheapest and the most effective 
option for TD.
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This theme relates to research question 5. The aim of 
this interview question was to investigate the support 
schools provide their teachers with respect to their type of 
school. All administrators agreed that school support in 
essential for teacher development. However, only Private 
schools and Anatolian schools are able to provide their 
teachers with equipment for TD. Administrators from State 
schools, on the other hand, are willing but not able to 
support teachers directly.
Development and/or School Development 
Findings in this category respond to research question
1. Administrators were asked whether they believed that 
teacher development leads to school development(SD). All 
administrators agreed that TD means SD; however they 
indicated that further revolutionary solutions are required 
by the government and maintained that the Ministry of 
National Education has to find new ways to contribute to 
teacher development and school development in collaboration 
with other sources such as the local universities.
Conclusion
In this section, general findings of the interviews with 
the administrators and general findings of the questionnaires 
from the teachers (PSTs, ASTs and SSTs) are compared in order 
to identify the attitudes concerning both sides towards
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teacher development of secondary school teachers of English. 
Table 22 displays the views of the administrators and 
secondary school teachers of English by referring to the six 
research questions of the study.
1. What are the attitudes of secondary school teachers of 
English in Adana towards teacher development?
2. In what ways do secondary school teachers of English in 
Adana develop themselves?
3. What kinds of teacher development sources do secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana prefer?
4. Do secondary school teachers of English in Adana support a 
school/university collaboration as a possibility for 
teacher development?
5. What characteristics of a school/university collaboration 
are the most appropriate for teacher development of 
secondary school teachers of English in Adana
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Table 23
Comparing the Views of Administrators and Secondary School 
Teachers of English on Teacher Development
R .Q . A D
(Intei-view s)
S e S T E
(Q u e st io n n a ire )
1) a. T e a c h e r  a ttitu d es T D  v e iy  im portant 
^  R e q u ire m e n ts  fo r T D : 
S e l f  a w a re n e ss  
W illin g n e ss
— T D  v e iy  im p o rtan t 
R e q u ire m e n ts  fo r  T D : 
L e s s  te a c h in g  lo ad  
S c h o o l su p p o rt 
F in a n c ia l su p p o rt
- S o m e  te ach ers do  not put en o u gh  e ffo r t - In ad e q u a te  T D  o p tio n s
b. P e rc e iv e d  a ttitu d es 
an d  p re fe re n c e s  
a c c o rd in g  to the 
sc lio o l ty p e
S u p p o rt  from  sc h o o l e sse n tia l 
P S :
+  S u p p o rt  teach ers through  re g u la r  
m e e tin g s  
-r R e so u rc e  room  
-  A n n o u n ce m e n t o f  T D  a c t iv it ie s
S u p p o rt  fro m  sc h o o l e s se n tia l 
P S T :
4 7 .5 %  te a c h in g  e x p e r ie n c e  le s s  than 
s ix  y e a r s
-r 5 7 .5 %  h ap p y  w ith  cu rr icu lu m  
5 1 .3 %  h ap p y  w ith  te x tb o o k  
-r 8 5 %  P ro v id e  th e ir ow n  
su p p le m e n ta ry  m a te r ia l |
A S :
+  C re a t in g  w arm  a tm o sp h ere  
+  R e g u la r  m e e tin g s  
+  T e s t in g  u n it e s tab lish e d  (a t tw o A S )
A S T :
2 0 %  tea c h in g  e x p e r ie n c e  le s s  than s ix  
y e a r s
-t- 6 3 .3 %  h ap p y  w ith  c u rr icu lu m  
+ 5 6 .7 %  h ap p y  w ith  te x tb o o k  
5 0 .0 %  p ro v id e  th e ir ow n  
su p p le m e n ta ry  m a te r ia l
S S :
T- W illin g  to su p p ort 
- N o t  b e in g  ab le  to su p p ort d irec tly
S S T :
2 7 %  te a c h in g  e x p e r ie n c e  le s s  than s ix  
y e a r s
3 3 .3 %  h ap p y  w ith  cu rr ic u lu m  
1 1 .3 %  h ap p y  w ith  te x tb o o k  
3 6 .1 %  p ro v id e  th e ir ow n  
su p p le m e n ta ry  m a te r ia l
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R .Q . A D
(In terv iew s)
S e S T E
(Q u e stio n n a ire )
2 )O p p o rtu n it ie s  in 
A d a n a
-Γ T h re e  p o ss ib le  o p tion s fo r  T D  
B o o k  d isp la y s  
S e m in a rs  and 
W o rk sh o p s 
I N S E T  by  Μ Ο Ν Έ
T h re e  p o s s ib le  o p tio n s fo r  T D  
B o o k  d isp la y s  
S e m in a rs  and 
w o rk sh o p s 
I N S E T  b y  Μ Ο Ν Έ
- T h re e  O ption s in ad eq u ate - T h i'ee o p tio n s in a d e q u a te
3 )P re fe re n c e  o f  so u rc e s R e la tio n sh ip s  w ith fo re ig n  co u n tr ie s F o re ig n  L a n g u a g e  A g e n c ie s
L o c a l  U n iv e rsity  (A d an a ) L o c a l  U n iv e rsity  (A d a n a )
4 ) S /U  c o lla b o ra t io n +  stro n g  p re fe ren ce
■ ■ . ....................................  .....  ^
-  stro n g  p re fe re n c e  |
1
H- C h e a p  T D  op tion
-i- M o re  e ffe c t iv e  than other T D  o p tio n s 
-r P rac tica l
- In a d e q u a c y  o f  e x is t in g  o p tio n s 
+  P rac tic a l
-r A llo w s  teach ers ' d ire c t  in v o lv em en t 
fo r  d e c is io n s
j
5 ) C h a ra c te r is t ic s  o f  S /U  
c o lla b o ra t io n
-r R e g u la r  m e etin g  and sh arin g  
-r P o sitiv e  attitude to w ard s co n trib u tion  
to S /U  co llab o ra tio n
R e g u la r  c o o p e ra tio n  w ith  S e S T E  
W an t a c t iv e  ro le
-  S /U  c o lla b o ra t io n  in the fo rm  o f  
tra in in g . C o lla b o r a t iv e  ac tio n  and 
re fle c tio n , an d  C o o p e ra t iv e  sh arin g
N o te . R .Q =  R e se a rc h  Q u estio n s, P S =  P riv ate  S c h o o l, A S =  A n a to lia n  S c h o o l, S S =  S ta te  sc h o o l, T D =  
T e a c h e r  d e v e lo p m e n t; P S T =  p r iv a te  sc h o o l teach ers , A S T =  a n a to lia n  sc h o o l teach ers , S S T =  sta te  
sc h o o l te a c h e rs ; M O N E =  M in istry  o f  N a tio n a l E d u c a tio n , A D =  a d m in is tra to rs , S e S T E =  se c o n d a ry  
sc h o o l te a c h e rs  o f  E n g lish ; S /U =  sch o o l/u n iv ersity .
In conclusion, administrators and secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana have similar views on teacher 
development except some striking points which enable us to 
see their different perspectives.
Even though both administrators and teachers agree that 
teacher development is very important, they differentiate in
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the requirements for teacher development. Administrators 
indicated that teacher development is closely related to self 
awareness and that some teachers do not put much effort in 
developing themselves. Teachers, on the other hand, 
maintained that they require less teaching load, more school 
and financial support for teacher development. The different 
perspectives of the administrators and secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana show that more communication 
among themselves is required for the future of teacher 
development.
Both administrators and teachers support the idea of 
school/university collaboration very much. Administrators 
indicated that such a collaboration would be very practical, 
effective and cheap. Whereas, teachers indicated that a 
school/university collaboration is essential because the 
existing teacher development options are inadequate. Teachers 
also support this collaboration because they want to be 
directly involved the in decision process of TD activities.
Administrators as well as teachers maintained that 
support from the schools are vital parts of teacher 
development; however, the support changes according to the 
type of school. PSTs are the most supported teachers followed 
by ASTs and SSTs. Since SSTs are the least supported group, 
they are the ones who are not happy with the curriculum and 
textbook, and provide their students with little 
supplementary material.
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Discussion
General results of this study indicate that secondary 
school teachers of English from the three different school 
types in Adana are aware of the need for development. These 
teachers already make changes in the curriculum and provide 
supplementary materials which can be considered as evidence 
of dissatisfaction with the existing situation. As mentioned 
in Chapter 2, it is this initial dissatisfaction which forces 
teachers to change and teacher development starts at this 
point (Larsen-Freeman, 1982). The nature of the problem in 
this study was the limited options for teacher development in 
Adana. Ninety percent of the respondents agreed that there 
are not enough TD options in Adana and the existing options, 
which are INSET activities by the Ministry of National 
Education and seminars and workshops by schools and book 
displays, are not adequate for teacher development in Adana. 
INSET, in general, is controlled at the national level in 
Turkey which makes communication with schools very difficult. 
Blackburn & Moison (1987) suggested that INSET is best 
organized through a system of local networks followed by 
national networks.
Considering local conditions, teachers in this study 
agreed that a school/university collaboration is an important 
possibility for TD of SeSTE in Adana. Referring to Chapter 2 
both institutions have their fundamental role and function in 
teacher development. All decisions, starting from determining 
goals to operating them must be shared and mutual trust and
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respect must be created (Darling-Hammond, 1994). Thus, 
teachers' views in the characteristics of TD programs were 
asked in this study. General findings show that teachers want 
to have an active role in the decisions of teacher 
development programs. They want to have an ELT center in 
regular cooperation with other secondary school teachers of 
English and are aware of the fact that the development needs 
of the different school types change; thus, TD programs have 
to change accordingly. As regard to the characteristics of a 
school/university collaboration, teachers indicated their 
preference for both training and collaborative development. 
General results with respect to content and duration of TD 
activities indicate that teachers want to experience a 
variety of activities in a collaboration with the local 
university (Çukurova University). Concerning duration, 
teachers prefer larger organized activities 2 or 3 times 
within a year and once or twice a month regular sharing of 
ideas.
As Robinson & Darling-Hammond (1994) indicates, 
institutional leaders have to be involved in the process of 
collaboration by giving legitimacy and providing necessary 
resources. All administrators in this study were willing to 
support a school collaboration for teacher development of 
secondary school teachers of English in Adana. Thus, 
school/university collaboration represents a potential 
alternative for teacher development of secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana.
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Limitation of the Study
This study is limited to the attitudes and preferences 
of secondary school teachers of English in Adana towards 
teacher development and school/university collaboration as a 
new possibility of teacher development. This study can not be 
generalized to all secondary school teachers of English in 
Turkey. This study was conducted without asking the 
university staff but focusing mainly on the attitudes of 
SeSTE in Adana towards school/university collaboration as a 
new possibility of teacher development.
While determining the guidelines of a teacher 
development program, more question on the characteristics of 
these programs should have been asked.
Further Research
This study could be used as a preliminary study for 
follow up studies since the aim was to investigate the 
feasibility of school/university collaboration in Adana.
Since the results of this study are positive, a needs 
assessment is required to be conducted in order to prepare TD 
activities suitable for the needs of secondary school 
teachers of English. Further research is essential to test 
the effectiveness of the school/university collaboration 
guidelines suggested in this study for teacher development of 
secondary school teachers of English in Adana.
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Educational Implications 
Guidelines for School/University Collaboration 
The analysis of data gathered from the questionnaires of 
secondary school teachers of English from the three different 
school types in Adana, the interviews of the administrators 
and review of the literature were used to prepare the 
following guidelines including the preferred characteristics 
for a school/university collaboration program in Adana. (See 
Figure 1)
School University
I I  I t
School/Universily CollaborationI ^ \/  i
i I
Teacher Development
Objectives 1 Form Content Duration
Figure 1. Proposed Guidelines for Teacher Development of 
secondary school teachers of English in Adana
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The guidelines for objectives, form, content and 
duration of the teacher development program were determined 
by the secondary school teachers of English common 
preference:
Objectives; Objectives for the teacher development program 
were identified by the rank mean scores of the most preferred 
two items of question 14 (see Table 18),
PST: 1. Setting up of an ELT center in regular cooperation
with the secondary school teachers of English,
2. Shared interests of teachers from different school 
types,
AST: 1. Development needs of the different school types,
2. Setting up of an ELT center in regular cooperation 
with secondary school teachers of English,
SST: 1. Setting up of an ELT center in regular cooperation
with secondary school teachers of English,
2. Development needs of the different school types.
Commonalty in the objectives:
1. Setting up of an ELT center in regular cooperation with 
secondary school teachers of English,
2. Development needs of the different school types,
3. Shared interest of teachers from different school types,
Form: The form of the teacher development program was 
determined by question 16 and 17. The researcher took the
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most preferred two forms into consideration (see Table 19 and
20) .
PST: 1. Training
2. Cooperative sharing 
AST: 1. Collaborative action and reflection
2. Training 
SST: 1. Training
2. Collaborative action and reflection
Cjm.t^iitjL The researcher determined the content of the 
proposed teacher development program considering the top 
rated mean scores of four items in question 18 (see Table
2 1 ) .
PST: 1. Latest development in ELT
2. Testing
3. Materials production
4. Teaching skills (R, W, L, S)
AST: 1. Teaching skills (R, W, L, S)
2. Latest development in ELT
3. Textbook evaluation
4. Testing
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SST: 1. Teaching skills (R, W, L, S)
2. Latest development in ELT
3. Materials production
4. Testing
Commonalty in content:
1. Latest development in ELT
2. Teaching skills (R, W, L, S)
3. Testing
4. Materials production
Duration! The highest percentages of question 19 (see Table
22) together with the responses to the open-ended questions 
were taken into consideration by determining the duration of 
the teacher development program.
PST: 3 times a year 
AST: 3 times a year 
SST: Every month
Commonalty in· duration:
Teachers want to have larger organizations three times a 
year, whereas workshops, seminars or informal meetings more 
frequently.___________________________________
Teacher development preferences of secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana are taken as the basis for the
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framework for the guidelines of a TD program by a 
school/university collaboration. These guidelines provide 
teachers with the opportunity of making decisions for their 
own teacher development needs.
The researcher hopes that these guidelines for a 
school/university collaboration as a option for teacher 
development will appeal to the needs of secondary school 
teachers of English in Adana and will help provide them with 
a new option of teacher development.
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Appendix A
Names of Secondary Schools that contributed to the Study 
Private: 1. Özel Adana Koleji
2. Özel Gönen Lisesi
3. Özel Akdeniz Lisesi
4. Özel Gündoğdu Lisesi
5. Ç. B ü f e n  Lisesi
6. Özel Güney Lisesi
1. Adana Anadolu Lisesi
2. Anadolu Güzel Sanatlar Lisesi
3. Anadolu Öğretmen Lisesi
4. ÇEAŞ Seyhan Anadolu Lisesi
5. Sabancı Anadolu Lisesi
6. İsmail Sefa Özler Anadolu Lisesi
7. Çobanoğlu Anadolu Lisesi
State; 1. A. Kadir Paksoy Kız Lisesi
2. Beşocak Lisesi
3. Borsa Lisesi
4. Adana Erkek Lisesi
5. Adana Kız Lisesi
6. M. Kemal Tuncel Lisesi
7. Selçuklu Lisesi
8. Sht. Temel Cingöz Lisesi
9. Hacı Ahmet Atıl Lisesi
10. Çobanoğlu Lisesi
Appendix B 
Consent Letter
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T. C.
ADANA VALİLİĞİ
Milli Eğilim Müdürlüğü
SAYI :B.03.4*ITE'.%4»01.00.05/310 
KONU :-Anket
ADANA
/ : /199
VALÎLÎK HA-'MINA 
ADAÎTA
Çııkurova Îhîivergi t esi , Yabancı Diller Eğitin meiikezi YADIM· da okutman 
olan,Bilkent Îîhirersitesinde în^lizce dili eğitimi üaerine mastır yapan 
Snine Çakır*m 6~10 Mayıs 1996 tari’ıleri arasında Adana·da çeşitli okt0.1arda 
•’İngilizce öğrotraenlerinin hiznetiçi eğitiın ihtiyaçları ve kendilerini a3.an- 
larında geliştirmeye "bakışları ve bir alternatif olarak Ohiversite-OkııL 
işbirliğine yönelik görüşleri” hakkında anket yapmak isteği kald'indaki cbMek- 
çesi. ilişilcte sunulmuştur·
Adifjeçonin 6~10 Mayıs 1996 tarihleri arasında yuicarıda bahsedi] en konuda 
îlijnia*in çeşitli okullarında anket 'apaası Müdürlüğümüzce uygun mütalâa edilmek 
tedir·
Ma2-amlannxzca da uygun görüldüğü tairdlrde olurlarınıza arzederim*
Abdurrahman YILDIZ 
İl Milli Eğitim Müdürü
pLTJR·
..*7 4 A996
Ardahan TOriTiC 
Vali a.
Vali TardımoiBi
'  ■·■■ Ay Y u su f  î'l^ ^ A B -A Ş
/ .-Jiif· Yardımcısı
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Appendix C 
Interview Questions
1. What do you think about teacher development in general?
2. What are the teacher development options for secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana?
3. Do you believe that there are adequate teacher 
development activities for secondary school teachers of 
English in Adana?
4. What do you think about a school/university collaboration 
as an alternative for teacher development of secondary 
school teachers of English in Adana?
5. Does your school support its English teachers improve 
themselves? How?
6. What do you think is the relationship between teacher 
development and school development?
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Appendix D 
Questionnaire
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHERS 
IN ADANA
Dear colleagues,
This questionnaire is designed to investigate the need for professional 
development programs for secondary school teachers of English in Adana and the 
potential role of School/University collaboration. In that regard, this 
questionnaire is for a research project which is being carried out as a part 
of my studies in the MA TEFL Program at Bilkent University. Therefore, your 
co-operation would be much appreciated. All responses will be kept 
confidential; any information identifying the respondent will not be disclosed 
under any circumstances.
Thank you very much for participating and answering the questions.
Emine Çakir
PART I: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
For questions 1-6 please put a tick in the appropriate place:
1-Gender a)Male [] b)Female []
2-Teaching Experience a) less than 1 year []
b) 1 to 5 years []
c) 6 to 10 years []
d) 11 to 20 years []
e) more than 2 0 years []
2-Type of school you are currently teaching in:
a) State School
b) Private School
c) Anatolian School
[]
[]
[]
4-Who decides on the English Language Teaching curriculum and the 
Lextbook(s) at your school?
CURRICULUM TEXTBOOK(S)
a) All English teachers at school []
b) Ministry of Education []
c) School Headmasters (Principal) []
d) English Language Teaching Committee []
e) Other; please specify _______ _ _________
[]
[]
[]
[]
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5-Are you happy with the currently followed curriculum and textbook(s) 
at your school?
CURRICULUM Yes [] Not quite [] No []
TEXTBOOK(S) Yes [] Not quite [] No []
5-How often do you provide your students with supplementary materials?
Always[] Usually [] Sometimes [] Rarely [] Never []
i'ART II:
i’or questions 7 and 8 please refer to the following scale and circle the 
J^ ujnber that most closely corresponds to the frequency of your action.
1= always 
2= usually 
3= sometimes 
4= rarely 
5= never
you have difficulties in your classes concerning your teaching, 
how do you solve them?
I consult...
reference books on Eng. Lang. Teaching 1 
colleagues 1
^)Head of Eng. Committee 1
2
2
2
3 4
3 4
3 4
School Headmaster (Principal) 
^^others; please specify _____
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1= always 
2= usually 
3= sometimes 
4= rarely 
5= never
8-How often do you use the following strategies to improve your 
professional knowledge in English Language Teaching (ELT)?
Holding regular meetings with
colleagues at the same school 1 2 3
t>) Subscribing to ELT journals
c) Attending inservice activities offered 
by the Ministry of Education
d) Following the latest books in ELT
e) Attending book displays
f) Attending conferences, seminars, and 
workshops
9)Other; please specify _________________
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5
Por question 9 please refer to the following scale and circle the number that 
closely corresponds to your attitude.
1= strongly agree 
2= agree 
3= neutral 
4= disagree 
5= strongly disagree
9-Please indicate your attitudes towards the following factors which 
might prevent ypu from participating in teacher development activities 
mentioned in QUESTION 8.
a) too many hours of teaching 1 2 3 4 5
(teaching load)
b) not enough options for teacher
development activities 1 2 3 4 5
c) lack of school support / 1 2 3 4 5
d) not being informed in time 1 2 3 4 5
e) personally not believing in the
necessity of teacher development 1 2 3 4 5
activities
f) difficulty in reaching the location of 1 2 3 4 5
the activities
g) money constraints 1 2 3 4 5
h) 0ther; please specify ___________________________________
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10-If you have participated in any kind of teacher development activities such 
as inservice training, seminars, book displays etc. during the last two 
years, please mention three of them in the provided spaces.
ACTIVITY PLACE DURATION
11-Do you believe that there are enough teacher development activities
for secondary school teachers of English in Adana? Please put a tick in the 
appropriate box.
YES [] NO []
In question 12,13/14 and 16 please rank the options according to the 
instruction.
I2-lf the answer to question 11 is "NO', which of the following would 
you prefer as the source for teacher development activities in Adana? 
Please rank according to your preference· from the most preferred (1) to 
the least preferred (4).
___ Ministry of Education
___ School you work at
___ Local University (Çukurova University)
___ Foreign Language Agencies (British Council, USIS)
Other; please specify _________________________________
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13-Please rank the following factors which might motivate you to take
part in teacher development activities from the most important(1) to the 
least important (5).
___ socialising with other teachers
___ upgrading my knowledge in English Language Teaching
___ exchanging experience with other teachers
___ desire for promotion
___ support from the school you are teaching at
other; please specify __________________________
14-In your opinion, what should be the main concern of teacher development 
programs? Please rank from the most important(1)to the least important (4)
the development needs of the different secondary school types 
(i.e. State School, Private School, Anatolian School)
the needs of individual teachers
the shared interest of teachers from different secondary school 
types
_ the setting up of an ELT centre in regular co-operation with 
secondary schools
other; please specify
15-Do you think school/university collaboration is an important 
alternative for teacher development?
YES [] NO []
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16-lf the answer to question 15 is 'YES" what kind of a School/
University collaboration model would you like to have? Please rank 
according to your preference from most preferred (1) to the least 
preferred (4).
TRAINING, meeting both individual and school needs through 
courses
CO-OPERATIVE SHARING, teachers of different levels of 
experience share ideas and beliefs in workshops
COLLABORATIVE ACTION and REFLECTION, teachers develop new 
skills or new approaches with direct application to the 
classroom with (a) partner(s)
CONSULTING, teachers can refer to university whenever they 
feel so for e.g. using the library, resources etc.
Other; please specify
For question 17 and 18 please refer to the following scale and circle the 
number that reflects your opinion your opinion most.
1= very much 
2= much 
3= some 
4= a little 
5= none
17-In what ways would you like to see Çukurova University contribute to 
secondary school teachers' professional development in Adana?
Lectures 1 2 3 4 5
Courses leading to a certificate,
diploma, degree 1 2 3 4  5
On-the-job collaboration based on
teachers' reflection 1 2 3 4 5
Workshops on request by teachers 1 2 3 4 5
regular informal meetings for
socialising 1 2 3 4 5
Consultancy over any aspects of the
school need 1 2 3 4 5
9) Providing teaching resources
(e.g. books, material...) 1 2 3 4 5
Providing "network" among English
teachers as afsELT centre 1 2 3 4 5
Other; please specify ___________________________
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1= very much 
2= much 
3= some 
4= a little 
5= none
18-Which of the following areas would you like teacher development 
programs to cover?
a) teaching skills (READING, WRITING 
LISTENING, SPEAKING) 1 2 3 4 5
b) testing 1 2 3 4 5
c) error correction 1 2 3 4 5
d) textbook evaluation 1 2 3 4 5
e) material production 1 2 3 4 5
f) lesson planning 1 2 3 4 5
g) course design 1 2 3 4 5
h) latest deve.lopment in ELT 1 2 3 4 5
I) grammar 1 2 3 4 5
j) Other; please specify
19-How frequently, do you think teacher development programs should be held?
.ck the appropriate box.
a) once a year □
b) three times a year []
c) every month []
d) every two weeks []
e) other; please specify
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20-Do you have any further comments about the professional development 
needs of secondary school teachers of English in general?
21-Do you have any further comments about the options for meeting the 
professional development needs of secondary school teachers" in 
general?
22-Do you have any further comments about the possibility of a 
school/university collaboration?
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE AND CO-OPERATION I
